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PATCHING AND WEAK APPROXIMATION IN ISOMETRY
GROUPS
EVA BAYER-FLUCKIGER1 AND URIYA A. FIRST2
Abstract. Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain. Two algebraic objects
over R in which scalar extension makes sense (e.g. quadratic spaces) are said
to be of the same genus if they become isomorphic after extending scalars
to all completions of R and its fraction field. We prove that the number of
isomorphism classes in the genus of unimodular quadratic spaces over (not
necessarily commutative) R-orders is always a finite power of 2, and under
further assumptions, e.g. that the order is hereditary, this number is 1. The
same result is also shown for related objects, e.g. systems of sesquilinear forms.
A key ingredient in the proof is a weak approximation theorem for groups
of isometries, which is valid over any (topological) base field, and even over
semilocal base rings.
0. Introduction
Let R be a semilocal principal ideal domain, or equivalently, a Dedekind domain
with finitely many maximal ideals. For p ∈ SpecR, let Rp denote the localization
of R at p, and let Rˆp denote the p-adic completion of Rp. Note that F := Rˆ0 is just
the fraction field of R.
We define the genus of a quadratic form q over R to be the set of isomorphism
classes of quadratic forms that become isomorphic to q over Rˆp for all p ∈ SpecR
(including p = 0). This resembles the (much stronger) notion of genus of quadratic
forms over the integers [28, §102A]. A classical result states that the genus of integral
quadratic forms is finite (see [28, Th. 102:8, Th. 103:4] and also [5, Th. 3.4, Th. 4.2]
for generalizations).
Our notion of genus clearly generalizes to other objects defined over R for which
there is a notion of scalar extension. This paper is concerned with proving that
the genus is finite for various types of objects of quadratic nature. Of particular
interest are cases where the genus consists of a single isomorphism class, since then it
is enough to check isomorphism over the completions {Rˆp}p∈SpecR in order to prove
isomorphism over R. This can be regarded as algebraic patching, of the kind that
requires certain factorizations in the automorphism group. Such patching problems
were considered by various authors, especially for torsors of group schemes; see for
instance [27] and [19, §3], to name just a few examples.
Let A be an R-algebra admitting a unitary R-algebra structure (all definitions
are recalled in section 1). Then one can consider the genus of quadratic spaces over
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A. Assume henceforth that A is finitely generated and torsion-free as an R-module,
and let (P, [f ]) be a unimodular quadratic space over A. We show that:
(1) | gen(P, [f ])| is a finite power of 2.
(2) If A is a hereditary, then | gen(P, [f ])| = 1.
Recall that the algebra A is hereditary if its one-sided ideals are projective. Notable
examples of hereditary orders include maximal orders. We also bound the size of
the genus in the non-hereditary case (see Theorem 5.1).
When 2 ∈ R×, we extend the previous results to systems of sesquilinear forms
and non-unimodular hermitian forms, using results from [7], [9] and [8]. Specifically,
we show that:
(3) Let {σi}i∈I be a family of R-involutions on A and let (P, {fi}i∈I) be a
system of sesquilinear forms over (A, {σi}i∈I). Then | gen(P, {fi})| is a
finite power of 2.
(4) Let σ : A → A be an R-involution and let u ∈ Cent(A) be an element
satisfying uσu = 1. Assume that A is hereditary. Then | gen(P, f)| = 1 for
every u-hermitian space (P, f) over (A, σ) (unimodularity is not assumed).
As an application of (4), we show that Witt’s Cancellation Theorem and a variant
of Springer’s Theorem hold for hermitian forms over involutary hereditary orders
(unimodularity is not assumed).
A main tool in the proofs, which may be of interest in its own right, is a weak
approximation theorem: Let K be a topological commutative semilocal ring, let F
be a dense subring, let A be a unitary F -algebra, and let (P, [f ]) be a unimodular
quadratic space over A. Denote by O([f ]) the group of isometries of [f ], and let
[fK ] denote the scalar extension of [f ] to A⊗F K. Then, under mild assumptions,
the closure of O([f ]) in O([fK ]) is of finite index. Furthermore, if F is a field, K is
a product of fields, and and O+ denotes the connected component of O([f ]) (when
viewed as a group scheme), then O+(F ) = O+(K).
Weak approximation theorems for adjoint algebraic groups over arbitrary topo-
logical fields were studied previously; see [35] and references therein (for instance).
Our approach is somewhat different and relies on generalizations of Witt’s Theorem
to quadratic spaces over semilocal rings ([31], [16]).
We note that in our general setting O([f ]) can indeed be regarded as an affine
scheme over SpecF , which is also smooth and faithfully flat. However, when F is
replaced with a commutative ring, some mild assumptions are necessary. For the
sake of completeness, this is discussed in an appendix. The appendix is based on
communications with Mathieu Huruguen, and we thank him for his contribution.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 recalls unitary rings and quadratic
spaces. Section 2 deals with some topological issues required to phrase the weak
approximation theorem, which is proved in section 3. In sections 4 and 5, we prove
the finiteness of the genus, and in section 6 we characterize various cases in which
the size of the genus is 1. Finally, section 7 extends the previous results to systems
of sesquilinear forms and non-unimodular hermitian forms. The cancellation and
the variant of Springer’s Theorem mentioned above are also proved there. In the
appendix, we show that isometry groups can be regarded as smooth affine group
schemes, provided mild assumptions.
1. Preliminaries
This section recalls hermitian and quadratic forms over rings and various related
notions. See [4] and [23] for an extensive discussion.
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1A. Hermitian Forms. Let (A, σ) be a ring with involution and let u ∈ Cent(A)
be an element satisfying uσu = 1. Denote byP(A) the category of finitely generated
projective right A-modules. For P ∈ P(A), we make P ∗ := HomA(P,A) into a
right A-module by setting
(ψa)x = aσ(ψx) ∀ψ ∈ P ∗, a ∈ A, x ∈ P .
Observe that ∗ : P(A) → P(A) is a contravariant functor. For every morphism
f ∈ HomA(P,Q), the dual f∗ ∈ HomA(Q∗, P ∗) is given by f∗ψ = ψ ◦ f (ψ ∈ P ∗).
Every morphism f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗) gives rise to a map f˜ : P × P → A given by
f˜(x, y) = (fx)y ∀x, y ∈ P .
The map f˜ is biadditive and satisfies
(1.1) f˜(xa, yb) = aσf˜(x, y)b ∀x, y ∈ P, a, b ∈ A .
Conversely, it is easy to see that any biadditive map f˜ : P ×P → A satisfying (1.1)
is induced by a unique homomorphism f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗). The map f˜ is called a
sesquilinear form and the pair (P, f) or (P, f˜) is called a sesquilinear space (over
(A, σ)). We say that (P, f) is unimodular if f is an isomorphism.
There is a natural homomorphism ωP : P → P ∗∗ given by
(ωPx)φ = (φx)
σu ∀x ∈ P, φ ∈ P ∗ .
It is well-known that ωP is an isomorphism (when P ∈ P(A)). Notice that ωP
depends on u. A u-hermitian space over (A, σ) is a sesquilinear space (P, f) such
that f = f∗ωP . This is equivalent to
f˜(x, y) = f˜(y, x)σu ∀x, y ∈ P .
Let (P, f) and (P ′, f ′) be sesquilinear spaces. An isometry from (P, f) to (P ′, f ′)
is an isomorphism φ : P → P ′ such that f = φ∗f ′φ. The latter is equivalent to
f˜(x, y) = f˜ ′(φx, φy) ∀x, y ∈ P .
The group of isometries of (P, f) is denoted by O(f).
Orthogonal sums of sesquilinear forms are defined in the usual way. We denote
by UHu(A, σ) the category of unimodular u-hermitian forms over (A, σ).
1B. Quadratic Forms. Keep the setting of 1A. To define quadratic spaces, addi-
tional data is needed. Set
Λmin(u) = {a− aσu | a ∈ A} and Λmax(u) = {a ∈ A : aσu = −a}
A form parameter (for (A, σ, u)) consists of an additive group Λ such that
Λmin(u) ⊆ Λ ⊆ Λmax(u) and aσΛa ⊆ Λ ∀ a ∈ A .
In this case, the quartet (A, σ, u,Λ) is called a unitary ring. (It is also common to
call the pair (u,Λ) a form parameter.) When 2 ∈ A×, Λmin(u) = Λmax(u) because
any a ∈ Λmax(u) satisfies a = 12a− (12a)σu ∈ Λmin(u), so there is only one possible
form parameter.
For every P ∈ P(A), define
ΛP = {f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗) : f = −f∗ωP and f˜(x, x) ∈ Λ for all x ∈ P} .
Given f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗), denote by [f ] the class of f in HomA(P, P ∗)/ΛP . A
quadratic space (over (A, σ, u,Λ)) is a pair (P, [f ]) with P ∈ P(A) and f ∈
HomA(P, P
∗). Associated with [f ] are the u-hermitian form
hf = f + f
∗ωP
and the quadratic map fˆ : P → A/Λ given by
fˆ(x) = f˜(x, x) + Λ .
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Both hf and fˆ are determined by the class [f ] (rather than f), and conversely, they
also determine [f ]. We say that (P, [f ]) is unimodular if hf : P → P ∗ is bijective.
Let (P ′, [f ′]) be another quadratic space. An isometry from (P, [f ]) to (P ′, [f ′])
is an isomorphism φ : P → P ′ such that
(1.2) [φ∗f ′φ] = [f ]
in HomA(P, P
∗)/ΛP . This is equivalent to
(1.3) hf ′(φx, φy) = hf (x, y) and fˆ
′(φx) = fˆ(x) ∀x, y ∈ P .
We let O([f ]) denote the isometry group of (P, [f ]).
The category of unimodular quadratic spaces over (A, σ, u,Λ) is denoted by
UQu,Λ(A, σ).
Remark 1.1. When 2 ∈ A×, [f ] can be recovered from h := hf via [f ] = [ 12h].
Equation (1.2) is therefore equivalent to φ∗h′φ − h ∈ ΛP where h′ = hf ′ . Write
g = φ∗h′φ − h. Then g = g∗ω (since h = h∗ω and h′ = h′∗ω) and g = −g∗ω (since
g ∈ ΛP ), hence g = 0 (because 2 ∈ A×). Therefore, φ is an isometry from (P, [f ])
to (P ′, [f ′]) if and only if it is an isometry from (P, h) to (P ′, h′). It follows that
UQu,Λ(A, σ) ∼= UHu(A, σ) when 2 ∈ A×.
1C. Scalar Extension. Let F be a commutative ring. Throughout, all tensor
products are taken over F . A unitary F -algebra is a unitary ring (A, σ, u,Λ) such
that A is an F -algebra, σ is F -linear, and Λ is an F -submodule of A. For a
commutative ring extension K/F , define
RK/F (A, σ, u,Λ) = (A⊗K,σ ⊗ idK , u⊗ 1K ,Λ⊗AF K) .
Here, Λ ⊗AF K denotes the image of Λ ⊗ K in A ⊗K (when K is flat over F , the
distinction between Λ ⊗ K and Λ ⊗AF K is unnecessary). It is easy to see that
(B, τ, v,Γ) := RK/F (A, σ, u,Λ) is a unitary ring.
For every P,Q ∈ P(A) and φ ∈ HomA(P,Q), let
PK = P ⊗K and φK = φ⊗ idK ∈ HomAK (PK , QK) .
(Here, PK is considered as an AK-module by setting (x⊗ k)(a⊗m) = (xa)⊗ (km)
for all x ∈ P , a ∈ A, k,m ∈ K.) The assignment P 7→ PK : P(A) → P(AK) is a
functor denoted by RK/F .
For every sesquilinear form f on P , define a sesquilinear form fK on PK by
linearly extending
f˜K(x⊗ k, x′ ⊗ k′) = f˜(x, x′)⊗ kk′ ∀x, x′ ∈ P, k, k′ ∈ K .
It is easy to check that f ∈ ΛP implies fK ∈ ΓPK , so the map sending (P, [f ]) to
(PK , [fK ]) is well-defined. The quadratic space (resp. sesquilinear space) (PK , [fK ])
(resp. (PK , fK)) is called the scalar extension of (P, [f ]) (resp. (P, f)). This gives
rise to functors
UHu(A, σ)→ UHv(B, τ),
UQu,Λ(A, σ)→ UQv,Γ(B, τ),
which, by abuse of notation, are all denoted RK/F . (The action of RK/F on isome-
tries is the same as its action on morphisms of P(A).)
We now give another description of fK and [fK ], which does not pass through f˜
and will be useful later.
Lemma 1.2. For all P, P ′ ∈ P(A), there are natural isomorphisms
HomA(P, P
′)K ∼= HomAK (PK , P ′K) and (P ∗)K ∼= (PK)∗ ,
where the latter is an isomorphism of AK-modules.
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Proof. Since P ∗ = HomA(P,A) and (PK)
∗ = HomAK (PK , AK), the second iso-
morphism is just a special case of the first isomorphism (and it is straightfor-
ward to check that we in fact obtain an isomorphism of AK-modules). Define
Φ : HomA(P, P
′)K → HomAK (PK , P ′K) by
(Φ(φ ⊗ k))(x⊗m) = φx ⊗ km ∀φ ∈ HomA(P, P ′) , x ∈ P, k,m ∈ K .
It is routine to verify that Φ is natural (in the categorical sense) and an isomorphism
when P = P ′ = AA. The naturality of Φ now implies that it is also an isomorphism
when P and P ′ are summands of f.g. free modules. 
Proposition 1.3. Every P ∈ P(A) gives rise to a commutative diagram with exact
rows and such that α is onto and β and γ are isomorphisms.
(ΛP )K //
α

HomA(P, P
∗)K //
β

(HomA(P, P
∗)/ΛP )K //
γ

0
0 // ΓPK // HomAK (PK , (PK)
∗) // HomAK (PK , (PK)
∗)/ΓPK // 0
Proof. The exactness of the bottom row holds by definition, and the exactness of
the top row follows from the exact sequence
0→ ΛP → HomA(P, P ∗)→ Hom(P, P ∗)/ΛP → 0
by tensoring with K. By Lemma 1.2, we have a natural isomorphism
HomA(P, P
∗)K ∼= HomAK (PK , (P ∗)K) ∼= HomAK (PK , (PK)∗)
which we take to be β. Explicitly, for all f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗) and k ∈ K, one has
(β(f ⊗ k))˜ (x⊗ a, y ⊗ b) = f˜(x, y)⊗ kab ∀x, y ∈ P, a, b ∈ K .
This is easily seen to imply that the image of (ΛP )K in HomA(P, P
∗)K is mapped
by β into ΓPK . We define α : (ΛP )K → ΓPK to be this map. The map γ is now
induced by α and β in the standard way, namely, γ([f ]⊗ k) = [β(f ⊗ k)]. The five
lemma implies that γ is an isomorphism if α is onto, which is what we shall verify.
Assume first that P is a free A-module with basis {xi}ti=1. Then {yi} := {xi⊗1}
is a basis of AK . A morphism f ∈ HomAK (PK , (PK)∗) is completely determined
by the values {f˜(yi, yj)}i,j , and it belongs to ΓPK if and only if f˜(yi, yi) ∈ Γ and
f˜(yi, yj) + f˜(yj , yi)
(σ⊗id)(u ⊗ 1) = 0 for all i, j. For such f and i ≤ j, write
f˜(yi, yj) =
∑
s a
(s)
ij ⊗ k(s)ij with {a(s)ij } ⊆ A, {k(s)ij } ∈ K. Since Γ = Λ⊗AF K, we can
choose a
(s)
ii to be in Λ for all i, s. Now, for all i ≤ j and s, let g(s)ij denote the unique
morphism in HomA(P, P
∗) satisfying
g˜
(s)
ij (xn, xm) =


a
(s)
ij (n,m) = (i, j)
−(a(s)ij )σu (n,m) = (j, i)
0 otherwise
It is routine to verify that g
(s)
ij ∈ ΛP and α(
∑
i≤j
∑
s g
(s)
ij ⊗ k(s)ij ) = f , as required.
For general P , choose P ′ ∈ P(A) such that P ⊕ P ′ is free. If f ∈ ΓPK , then
f ⊕ 0 ∈ ΓPK⊕P ′K , hence we can write f ⊕ 0 = α(
∑
i gi ⊗ ki) for {gi}ri=1 ⊆ ΛP⊕P ′
and {ki}ri=1 ⊆ K. For all i, define hi ∈ HomA(P, P ∗) by h˜i(x, y) = g˜i(x⊕ 0, y⊕ 0).
Then {hi}ri=1 ⊆ ΛP and an easy computation shows that α(
∑
i hi ⊗ ki) = f . 
Let P ∈ P(A) and f ∈ HomA(P, P ∗). It is straightforward to check that
fK = β(f ⊗ 1K) and [fK ] = γ([f ]⊗ 1K)
where β and γ are as in Proposition 1.3.
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1D. Orthogonal Unitary Rings. Recall that a ring with involution (A, σ) is
simple if A admits no nontrivial two-sided ideals I satisfying Iσ = I. In this case,
it is well-known that A is either simple, or A ∼= B ⊕ Bop with B a simple ring,
and σ exchanges B and Bop. If A also happens to be artinian, then the Artin-
Wedderburn Theorem implies that A ∼= Mn(D) where D is a division ring or a
product of a division ring and its opposite.
We call a unitary ring (A, σ, u,Λ) simple if (A, σ) is simple as a ring with invo-
lution.
Proposition 1.4. Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary ring such that A is a semisimple
ring. Then (A, σ, u,Λ) factors into a product of unitary rings
(A, σ, u,Λ) ∼=
t∏
i=1
(Ai, σi, ui,Λi) :=
(∏
i
Ai,
∏
i
σ, (ui)i,
∏
i
Λi
)
such that each (Ai, σi, ui,Λi) is simple artinian.
Proof. This is well-known; see for instance [16, Pr. 2.7]. 
We now recall a notion of orthogonality for simple artinian unitary rings defined
in [16, §2.4] (see also the orthogonality defined in [4, Ch. 4, §2]).
Let A be a central simple algebra over a field K (see for instance [24, Ch. I]).
The degree and index of A are denoted by degA and indA, respectively. Recall
that involutions of the first kind on A (i.e. involutions fixing K point-wise) divide
into two families: orthogonal and symplectic (cf. [24, §I.2]). Recall also that if
charK 6= 2, then σ is orthogonal if and only if dimK{a− aσ | a ∈ A} = 12n(n − 1)
where n = degA.
A simple artinian unitary ring (A, σ, u,Λ) is called orthogonal if:
(1) A is simple as a ring and finite dimensional over its center K (which is a
field in this case),
(2) σ is of the first kind (i.e. σ|K = idK),
(3) one of the following holds:
(3a) charK 6= 2, σ is orthogonal and u = 1,
(3b) charK 6= 2, σ is symplectic and u = −1,
(3c) charK = 2 and Λ = Λmin(u).
(These conditions are equivalent to Λ being a K-vector space and satisfying
dimK Λ =
1
2n(n− 1), where n = degA; see [16, §2.4].)
If in addition A is split (as a central simple K-algebra), we say that (A, σ, u,Λ) is
split-orthogonal.
1E. Transfer. We now recall the method of transfer into the endomorphism ring.
This is a special case of transfer in hermitian categories. See [23, §II.3] or [29,
Pr. 2.4] for further details.
Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary ring. Fix a unimodular u-hermitian form (Q, h) ∈
UHu(A, σ) and let B = EndA(Q). The form h induces an involution τ = τ(h) : B →
B given by φτ = h−1φ∗h. Equivalently, φτ is the unique element of B satisfying
h˜(φx, y) = h˜(x, φτ y) for all x, y ∈ Q. We further define Γ = Γ(h,Λ) = h−1ΛQ. It
straightforward to check that (B, τ, 1B,Γ) is a unitary ring. If (P, f) is a sesquilinear
form, we define a sesquilinear form (BB,Thf) by
T˜hf(b, b
′) = bτ (h−1f)b′ .
It is easy to see that f ∈ ΛQ implies Thf ∈ ΓB, hence the map [f ] 7→ [Thf ] is
well-defined.
Proposition 1.5 (Transfer). Keep the previous setting and identify EndB(BB) with
B = EndA(Q) via ψ 7→ ψ(1B). Then:
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(i) [f ] is unimodular if and only if [Thf ] is unimodular.
(ii) O([f ]) = O([Thf ]).
(iii) If (P, f ′) is another sesquilinear space, then [f ] ∼= [f ′] if and only if [Thf ] ∼=
[Thf
′].
More generally, there is an isomorphism between the category of quadratic spaces
over (A, σ, u,Λ) with base module P and the category of quadratic spaces over
(B, τ, 1,Γ) with base module BB.
Proof. This is routine. See [23, §II.3] for a proof in a more general setting. 
Remark 1.6. (i) If (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ), then by applying Proposition 1.5 with
(Q, h) = (P, hf ), we may transfer certain statements about quadratic spaces with
base module P to analogous statements about quadratic spaces with base module
BB (B = EndA(P )). This allows us to assume that the base module is isomorphic
to the base ring, and free in particular.
(ii) Transfer is compatible with scalar extension in the sense of 1C. This follows
from Lemma 1.2 and left as an exercise to the reader; see also [8, §2E].
Proposition 1.7. Keep the previous setting and assume Q 6= 0. If (A, σ, u,Λ)
is simple artinian, then (B, τ, 1,Γ) is simple artinian. In this case, (A, σ, u,Λ) is
split-orthogonal if and only if (B, τ, 1,Γ) is split-orthogonal.
Proof. If A is simple artinian as a ring, then it is well-known that B = EndA(Q) is
also a simple artinian ring. If A is not simple as a ring, there exists an idempotent
e ∈ Cent(A) with eσe = 0 and eσ + e = 1, and eAe, (1 − e)A(1 − e) are simple
artinian rings. This implies Q = Qe⊕Q(1− e) and B = EndA(Q) ∼= EndeAe(Qe)×
End(1−e)A(1−e)(Q(1−e)). In particular, EndA(Q) is a product of two simple artinian
rings. Let a = idQe⊕0 and b = 0 ⊕ idQ(1−e). It is easy to check that h˜(ax, y) =
h˜(x, by), and hence aτ = b. The only nontrivial ideals of B are EndeAe(Qe)× 0 and
0 × End(1−e)A(1−e)(Q(1 − e)). Since these ideals contain a and b, respectively, it
follows that B has no non-trivial ideals invariant under τ .
Suppose now that (A, σ, u,Λ) is split-orthogonal. Then A ∼= Mn(K) for a field
K, and σ is of the first kind. Using [16, Pr. 2.5, Ex. 2.10], we may assume σ
is the transpose involution and u = 1. Let e be the matrix unit e11. By [16,
Pr. 2.4, Pr. 2.11], we may replace (A, σ, u,Λ) with (eAe, σ|eAe, eu, eΛe) and P with
Pe. That is, we may assume (A, σ, u,Λ) = (K, idK , 1, 0). Now, if m = dimK P ,
then B ∼= Mm(K) and it is easy to check that Γ is a K-vector space of dimension
1
2m(m− 1), so (B, τ, 1,Γ) is split-orthogonal.
Conversely, assume that (B, τ, 1,Γ) is split-orthogonal. If A is not simple ar-
tinian, then the argument above implies that the involution on B is of the second
kind, which is impossible. Thus, A is simple artinian. In fact, if B ∼= Mm(K)
where K is a field, then A ∼= Mn(K) for some n ∈ N. Identifying Cent(A)
and Cent(B) with K, it is easy to see that σ|K = τ |K , hence σ is of the first
kind. As in the previous paragraph, we may again assume A = K and σ = idK .
This implies u ∈ {±1}. If charK 6= 2 and u = −1, then h is an alternat-
ing K-bilinear form, and so τ is symplectic, which is impossible. Thus, u = 1.
Now, take an A-basis {x1, . . . , xm} of P with dual basis {φ1, . . . , φm} ⊆ P ∗, and
let fij = [x 7→ xi(φjx)] ∈ HomA(P, P ∗). Then {fij}1≤i,j≤m is a K-basis of
HomA(P, P
∗) and it is easy to check that ΛP =
∑
i<j(fij − fji)K +
∑
i fiiΛ. Thus,
Γ =
∑
i<j h
−1(fij − fij)K +
∑
i h
−1fiiΛ, while Γ
min(1) =
∑
i<j h
−1(fij − fij)K
(note that (h−1fij)
τ = h−1fji; use the identities h = h
∗ωP and f
∗
ijωP = fji). Since
(B, τ, 1,Γ) is split-orthogonal, we have Γ = Γmin(1), so Λ = 0, as required. 
1F. The Dickson Map. Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a split-orthogonal simple artinian uni-
tary ring, let K = Cent(A) and let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). The Dickson map (also
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called pseudodeterminant or quasideterminant) is a surjective group homomorphism
∆ = ∆[f ] : O([f ])→ Z/2Z .
In case 2 ∈ A×, it can be defined using the reduced norm in E := EndA(P ) via
NrdE/K(ψ) = (−1)∆(ψ) ∀ψ ∈ O([f ]) ,
and in general, it can be defined by
∆(ψ) =
dimK(1− ψ)E
degE
+ 2Z ∀ψ ∈ O([f ]) .
(This indeed yields a group homomorphism.) Viewing O([f ]) as an affine group
scheme over K (see the appendix) and Z/2Z as a constant group scheme over K,
∆ becomes a morphism of algebraic groups (defined over K), and the kernel of ∆
is the (Zariski) connected component of O([f ]). See [16, §5.1] and the references
therein for proofs and further discussion.
2. Some Topology
In this section, we recall several facts allowing us to properly topologize various
algebraic objects.
Let K be a commutative ring and let Comm-K denote the category of com-
mutative K-algebras. By a scheme over K or a K-scheme we mean a scheme
X which is of finite type over SpecK. For every L ∈ Comm-K, let X(L) de-
note the L-points of X (i.e. the set of K-morphisms SpecL → X). The map
X 7→ X(L) : Comm-K → Set is a functor called the functor of points of X . This
functor is representable precisely when X is an affine scheme (over K). In this
case, Yoneda’s Lemma implies that the functor L 7→ X(L) determines X up to
isomorphism; see for instance [37, §2].
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a Hausdorff topological commutative ring. There is a
unique way to topologize the set of K-points of all affine K-schemes X such that:
(1) The assignment X 7→ X(K) is a functor from affine K-schemes to topolog-
ical spaces, and it is compatible with fibered products.
(2) Closed immersions become closed embeddings when restricted to K-points.
(3) A1K(K) = K is given the topology of K.
Proof. See [13, Pr. 2.1]. Explicitly, if X = SpecA for a commutative K-algebra A,
then the topology on X(K) ∼= HomComm-K(A,K) is the subspace topology induced
from the product topology on HomSet(A,K) = K
A. 
Example 2.2. It follows form the proposition that if X is an affine scheme over K
and X → AnK is a closed immersion, then the topology on X(K) is induced from
the product topology on AnK(K) = K
n. The resulting topology is independent of
the immersion X → AnK .
The following proposition allows us to realize finitely generated projective mod-
ules over K as the K-points of affine schemes. Recall that P(K) denotes the
category of finitely generated projective right K-modules.
Proposition 2.3. There is a functor P 7→ P from P(K) to the category of affine
schemes over K such that:
(1) The functors [L 7→ PL := P ⊗K L] and [L 7→ P (L)] from Comm-K to Set
are isomorphic.
(2) If Q is a summand of P , then the corresponding morphism Q → P is a
closed immersion.
(3) P ⊕Q is canonically isomorphic to P ×SpecK Q.
(4) Kn is isomorphic to AnK .
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Proof. This is well-known: Let P∨ := HomK(P,K), let S
nP∨ be the n-th symmet-
ric (tensor) power of P∨, and let SP∨ =
⊕∞
n=0 S
nP∨ be the free symmetric algebra
spanned by P∨. Then P := SpecSP∨ fulfills all the requirements. If φ : Q→ P is
a K-linear homomorphism, then the corresponding morphism Q → P comes from
the induced map
⊕
n≥0 S
nφ∨ : SP∨ → SQ∨. The details are left as an exercise to
the reader; see [24, Ex. 20.2(2)] for the case where K is a field. 
Suppose henceforth thatK is a Hausdorff topological commutative ring such that
K× is open in K and the inversion map k 7→ k−1 : K× → K× is continuous. By
Proposition 2.3, we can realize all finitely generated projective K-modules as the
K-points of affine schemes over K, and topologize them using Proposition 2.1. For
every P ∈ P(K), denote by τP the topology obtained in this way. It is immediate
to check that this topology has the following properties:
(1) All K-linear homomorphisms are continuous.
(2) For all P,Q ∈ P(K), the topology τP×Q coincides with the product topol-
ogy on P ×Q.
(3) τK is the topology of K as a ring.
As a result, if P ∈ P(K) is isomorphic to a summand of Kn, then τP coincides
with the subspace topology induced from the inclusion P → Kn.
Proposition 2.4. Let P1, . . . , Pt, Q ∈ P(K). Then any K-multilinear map µ :
P1 × · · · × Pt → Q is continuous.
Proof. It is enough to show that µ is induced by aK-morphism µ : P1×· · ·×Pt → Q.
By Yoneda’s Lemma, this holds if µ extends to a natural transformation from
the points functor of P1 × · · · × Pt to the points functor of Q. Namely, for all
L ∈ Comm-K, there is a map µL : (P1)L × · · · × (Pt)L → QL such that µK = µ
and {µL}L∈Comm-K is a natural transformation from [L 7→ (P1 × · · · × Pt)(L) =
(P1)L × · · · × (Pt)L] to [L 7→ Q(L) = QL]. Indeed, it is easy to check that the
map µL(p1 ⊗ ℓ1, . . . , pt ⊗ ℓt) = µ(p1, . . . , pt) ⊗
∏
i ℓi (with p1 ∈ P1,. . . , pt ∈ Pt,
ℓ1, . . . , ℓt ∈ L) fulfills these requirements. 
Proposition 2.5. Every P ∈ P(K) is a topological K-module.
Proof. The addition and subtraction maps from P ×P to P are continuous because
they are K-linear. The map (p, k) 7→ pk : P ×K → P is continuous because it is
K-multilinear (Proposition 2.4). 
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a K-algebra such that A ∈ P(K). Then:
(i) A is a topological K-algebra (when topologized as a f.g. projective K-module).
(ii) A× is open in A and the map a 7→ a−1 : A× → A× is continuous.
Proof. (i) The algebra A is a topological K-module by Proposition 2.5 and the
multiplication in A is continuous by Proposition 2.4.
(ii) If A ∼= Mn(K) as K-algebras, then this follows from the fact that the deter-
minant map is continuous, and the assumptions that K× is open in K and the map
a 7→ a−1 : K× → K× is continuous.
For generalA, choose P ∈ P(K) such that A⊕P is free and let E = EndK(A⊕P )
and B = EndK(A). Then E ∼= Mn(K) for some n, and hence E× is open in
E and the inversion map i : E× → E× is continuous. Define f : B → E by
f(φ) = (φ⊕ 0P ) + (0A⊕ idP ) and g : E → B by letting g(φ) be the unique element
of B satisfying g(φ) ⊕ 0P = (idA⊕0P )φ(idA⊕0P ). Then f and g are continuous.
Since B× = f−1(E×), B× is open in B, and since g ◦ i ◦ f |B× is the inversion map
of B, the map b 7→ b−1 : B× → B× is continuous.
Now define t : A → B = EndK(A) by t(a) = [x 7→ ax] and s : B → A by
s(b) = b(1A). It is easy to check that t is a homomorphism of K-algebras whose
image is EndA(AA), and s◦t = idA. Thus, A is a summand of B via t, and hence t is
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a closed embedding. Since EndA(AA)∩B× = EndA(AA)×, we have t−1(B×) = A×.
It follows that A× is open in A and a 7→ a−1 : A× → A× is continuous. 
Proposition 2.7. Let P ∈ P(K). Then the topology of EndK(P ) coincides with
the topology induced from the product topology on PP = EndSet(P ).
Proof. Recall that a (finite) dual basis for a module P consists of a finite collection
{pi, ψi}i∈I such that pi ∈ P , ψi ∈ P∨ and x =
∑
i pi(ψix) for all x ∈ P . A module
is finitely generated projective if and only if it admits a dual basis ([25, Lm. 2.9,
Rm. 2.11]).
Let {pi, ψi}ni=1 be a dual basis for P and write E = EndK(P ). Define Φ : E → Pn
and Ψ : Pn → E by Φf = (fp1, . . . , fpn) and (Ψ(x1, . . . , xn))x =
∑
i xi(ψix) (for
all x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ P ). It is straightforward to check that ΨΦ = id, hence E is a
summand of Pn. Thus, τE is induced from τPn via the embedding Φ.
Let τ denote the topology induced on E from the embedding E → PP (where PP
is given the product topology). Since Φ factors through the embedding E → PP ,
and the factor map PP → Pn is continuous, we have τE ⊆ τ . To see the converse,
let U be a τ -neighborhood of some f ∈ E. Then there exists a neighborhood V of
f in PP whose inverse image in E is U . By the definition of the product topology,
there exist pn+1, . . . , pm ∈ P and open sets {Ui}mi=n+1 ⊆ τP such that fpi ∈ Ui for
all n < i ≤ m, and V ⊇ ∏mi=n+1 Ui × PP\{pn+1,...,pm}. Define ψi = 0 ∈ P∨ for all
n < i ≤ m. Then {pi, ψi}mi=1 is also a dual basis of P . Replacing {pi, ψi}ni=1 (which
was arbitrary) with {pi, ψi}mi=1, we see that
f ∈ Φ−1(
∏
1≤i≤n
P ×
∏
n<i≤m
Ui) ⊆ U .
It follows that every τ -neighborhood of f contains a τE -neighborhood of f , so
τ ⊆ τE . 
Suppose now that F is a subring of K. For any Q ∈ P(F ), let QK := Q⊗F K ∈
P(K). Similar notation will be applied to F -algebras and F -homomorphisms. We
view Q as an F -submodule of QK by identifying x ∈ Q with x ⊗ 1K (the map
x 7→ x⊗ 1K is injective for free modules, and hence for all projective modules).
Proposition 2.8. Let Q ∈ P(F ). If F is dense in K, then Q is dense in QK .
Proof. Let U be an open subset of QK and let x ∈ U . Then x =
∑
i xibi for some
b1, . . . , bn ∈ K and x1, . . . , xn ∈ Q. Since QK is a topological K-module, there are
neighborhoods bi ∈ Ui ∈ τK (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that
∑
i xiUi ⊆ U . Since F is dense
in K, there are ai ∈ Ui ∩ F (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then
∑
i xiai ∈ U ∩Q. 
Proposition 2.9. Assume that F× = F ∩K× and let A be an F -algebra such that
A ∈ P(F ). Then A× = A ∩ A×K . Furthermore, if F is dense in K, then A× is
dense in A×K .
Proof. It is clear that A× ⊆ A ∩ A×K . To see the converse, let a ∈ A ∩ A×K and let
Q ∈ P(F ) be such that A ⊕ Q ∼= Fn. Define t : A → EndF (A) as in the proof of
Proposition 2.6. Then a is invertible if and only if t(a) ⊕ idQ ∈ EndF (A ⊕ Q) ∼=
Mn(F ) is invertible, which is equivalent to det(t(a) ⊕ idQ) ∈ F×. Since t(a)K :
AK → AK is invertible, then so is t(a)K⊕idQK ∈ EndK(AK⊕QK) ∼= Mn(K), hence
det(t(a)K ⊕ idQK ) ∈ K×. On the other hand det(t(a)K ⊕ idQK ) = det(t(a)⊕ idQ) ∈
F , and so det(t(a) ⊕ idQ) ∈ F ∩ K× = F× (by assumption). Thus, t(a) ⊕ idQ is
invertible, as required.
To finish, if F is dense in K, then by Proposition 2.8, A is dense in AK . By
Proposition 2.6, A×K is open AK , so A
× = A ∩ A×K is dense in A×K . 
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Remark 2.10. A subring F ⊆ K satisfying F× = F ∩ K× is called rationally
closed (in K). If F is artinian then it automatically satisfies this condition, because
being a non-unit in F is equivalent to being a zero divisor.
Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary K-algebra and let (P, [f ]) be a unimodular quadratic
space over (A, σ, u,Λ). When the functor L 7→ O([fL]) : Comm-K → Grp is
representable, there exists an affine group scheme over K, denoted O([f ]), such
that the functors [L 7→ O([fL])] and [L 7→ O([f ])(L)] are isomorphic. In this case,
we say that O([f ]) is defined as an affine K-scheme.
When A ∈ P(K) and Λ is a summand of A, it is always true that O([f ]) is
defined as an affine K-scheme. Furthermore, in this case, EndA(P ) is projective
(being aK-summand of EndA(A
n, Am) ∼= Anm for some n,m ∈ N) and the inclusion
map O([f ]) → EndA(P ) is induced from a closed embedding O([f ]) → EndA(P ).
These somewhat technical facts are verified in the appendix.
3. Weak Approximation
Let K be a commutative semilocal topological ring and let F be a dense subring
of K. Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary F -algebra and let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). In
this section, we prove a weak approximation theorem for the group O([f ]). Namely,
we will show that under mild assumptions, the closure of the image of O([f ]) in
O([fK ]) has finite index (which can be bounded effectively). This result will play
an important role in the following sections.
To give the flavor of the proof, let us sketch an ad-hoc proof in case F and
K are fields of characteristic not 2 and (A, σ, u,Λ) = (F, idF , 1, 0): In this case,
the Cartan–Dieudonne´ Theorem implies that O([fK ]) is a generated by reflections.
Every reflection of [fK ] can be topologically approximated by a reflection of [f ], and
hence O([f ]) is dense in O([fK ]). The proof that we give here follows essentially
the same lines; the Cartan–Dieudonne´ Theorem will be replaced with a certain
generalization to semilocal base rings (see the introduction of [16] for a brief survey
of such results).
We note that weak approximation theorems for reductive algebraic groups over
general topological fields were studied by many authors, especially in the context
of adjoint groups. See [35] and references therien for positive and negative results
results. In fact, it is possible that our approximation result (Theorem 3.4, Corol-
lary 3.7) can be deduced from such known results, at least when F is a field and A
is a separable F -algebra. The methods we use here have the advantage of avoiding
reductiveness issues, not using any valuation theory (any topological field works),
and generalizing to semilocal rings.
3A. Generation by Pseudo-Reflections. Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary ring and
let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). For every y ∈ P and c ∈ fˆ(y)∩A×, we define sy,c : P →
P by
sy,c(x) = x− y · c−1 · h˜f (y, x) ∀x ∈ P .
Following [11, IV.§2], we call sy,c a pseudo-reflection of [f ], or just a reflection for
short. It is well-known that sy,c ∈ O([f ]) and s−1y,c = sy,cσu; see [31, §1] or [16, §3].
Denote by O′([f ]) the subgroup of O([f ]) generated by reflections.
We now recall a theorem from [16] describing the groupO′([f ]) in caseA is semilo-
cal and P is free; see also [31] for conditions guaranteeing that O′([f ]) = O([f ]).
Recall that A is semilocal if A/ Jac(A) is semisimple artinian (Jac(A) denotes the
Jacobson radical). If in addition idempotents lift modulo Jac(A), then A is called
semiperfect. For example, all one-sided artinian rings are semiperfect; see [32, §2.7]
for further examples and details.
Assume A is semilocal. We set some general notation: Let A := A/ Jac(A), let
σ be the involution induced by σ on A, and set a = a+ Jac(A) for all a ∈ A. Then
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(A, σ, u,Λ) is a semisimple unitary ring, hence by Proposition 1.4, it factors into a
product
(A, σ, u,Λ) =
t∏
i=1
(Ai, σi, ui,Λi)
where the factors are simple artinian unitary rings (see 1D). We further write Ai =
Mni(Di) where Di is a division ring or a product of a division ring and its opposite.
Every quadratic space (P, [f ]) over (A, σ, u,Λ) gives rise to a quadratic space
(P , [f ]) over (A, σ, u,Λ). Namely, P = P/P Jac(A) and f˜ is given by f˜(x, y) =
f˜(x, y) for all x, y ∈ P (where x = x + P Jac(A)). This in turn gives rise to
quadratic spaces (Pi, [fi])
t
i=1 over (Ai, σi, ui,Λi)
t
i=1; if one writes P =
∏
i Pi with
Pi ∈ P(Ai), then f˜i is just the restriction of f˜ to Pi × Pi. It is well-known that
if (P, [f ]) is unimodular, then so are (P, [fi])
t
i=1 (see [16, Lm. 4.3(ii)] and more
generally [23, §I.7.1]).
Every isometry φ ∈ O([f ]) induces an isometry φ ∈ O([f ]) given by φ(x) =
φx. Restricting φ to Pi yields an isometry φi ∈ O([fi]). It is easy to check that
φ 7→ φi : O([f ]) → O([fi]) is a group homomorphism. When (Ai, σi, ui,Λi) is
split-orthogonal (see 1D) and (P, [f ]) is unimodular, we define
∆i = ∆i,[f ] : O([f ]) → Z/2Z
φ 7→ ∆[fi](φi)
where ∆[fi] is the Dickson map of [fi] (see 1F). If I is any subset of {1, . . . , t}
consisting of indices i for which (Ai, σi, ui,Λi) is split-orthogonal, we define
∆I = ∆I,[f ] : O([f ])→ (Z/2Z)I
by ∆I(φ) = (∆i(φ))i∈I .
Theorem 3.1. Let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(σ,A). Assume that P is free and for all
1 ≤ i ≤ t, Di is not isomorphic to F2 or F2 × F2. Let I = I(A) denote the
set of i-s for which (Ai, σi, ui,Λi) is split-orthogonal, and let ξ = (ni + 2Z)i∈I =
(degAi + 2Z)i∈I ∈ (Z/2Z)I. Then
O′([f ]) = ∆−1I ({0, ξ}) .
When A is semiperfect, the theorem holds under the milder assumption that Pi 6= 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t (P does not have to be free). Furthermore, in this case, ∆I is
onto.
Proof. See [16, Th. 5.8, Th. 5.10]. 
Corollary 3.2 ([16, Cr. 5.9]). In the setting of Theorem 3.1, [O([f ]) : O′([f ])] is a
finite power of 2.
3B. The Dickson Map and Transfer. Keep the setting of 3A. We now verify
that the map ∆I of Theorem 3.1 is compatible with transfer in the sense of 1E.
Let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ) and define (B, τ, 1,Γ) as in 1E with (Q, h) = (P, hf ).
Write also [g] = [Thf ] and identify O([f ]) with O([g]) as in Proposition 1.5. Simi-
larly to 3A, we write (B, τ , 1,Γ) =
∏s
j=1(Bj , τj , 1,Γj) where the factors are simple
artinian unitary rings. This gives rise to quadratic spaces (Bi, [gi]) ∈ UQ1,Γi(Bi, τi).
Finally, let I(B) be the set of j-s for which (Bj , τj , 1,Γj) is split-orthogonal and let
I(P ) be the set of i-s for which (Ai, σi, ui,Λi) is split orthogonal and Pi 6= 0.
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Proposition 3.3. There is an isomorphism I(B) ∼= I(P ) such that the induced
isomorphism (Z/2Z)I(B) ∼= (Z/2Z)I(P ) makes the following diagram commute:
O([f ])
∆I(P),[f] // (Z/2Z)I(P )

O([g])
∆I(B),[g] // (Z/2Z)I(B)
Proof. We first claim that Jac(B) = HomA(P, P Jac(A)) and B/ Jac(B) ∼= EndA(P ).
This is a standard argument: It is easy to see that for all P,Q ∈ P(A), we have a
natural isomorphism HomA(P,Q)/HomA(P,Q Jac(A)) ∼= HomA(P ,Q) (check this
when P = Q = AA and then extend to general P and Q using the natural-
ity). Thus, B/HomA(P, P Jac(A)) ∼= EndA(P ) (as rings). Since A is semisim-
ple, B/HomA(P, P Jac(A)) is semisimple and hence Jac(B) ⊆ HomA(P, P Jac(A)).
To see the other inclusion, observe that if φ ∈ 1 + HomA(P, P Jac(A)), then
im(φ) + P Jac(A) = P , so by Nakayama’s Lemma, φ is onto. Since P is pro-
jective, φ admits a right inverse. It follows that 1 + HomA(P, P Jac(A)) consists of
right-invertible elements, hence HomA(P, P Jac(A)) ⊆ Jac(B).
Since A =
∏
iAi, we have B
∼= EndA(P ) =
∏t
i=1 EndAi(Pi) (it is possible that
Pi = 0). By 1E, the hermitian space (Pi, hfi) induces a unitary ring structure on
EndAi(Pi). The resulting unitary ring structure on
∏t
i=1 EndAi(Pi) is easily seen
to coincide with the one on B. We may therefore identify B and
∏t
i=1 EndAi(Pi) as
unitary rings. Let J = {1 ≤ i ≤ t |Pi 6= 0}. By Proposition 1.7, the rings EndAi(Pi)
are simple artinian as unitary rings, and EndAi(Pi) is split-orthogonal if and only Ai
is split-orthogonal and Pi 6= 0. This gives rise to a bijection α : {1, . . . , s} → J such
that for all j, Bj ∼= EndAα(j)(Pα(j)) as unitary rings, and Bj is split-orthogonal if
and only if Aα(j) is split-orthogonal. In particular, α restricts to a bijection between
I(B) and I(P ).
The commutativity of the diagram follows directly from the definition of the
maps ∆α(j),[f ] and ∆j,[g] (j ∈ I(B)) (see 1F); it depends only on the isomorphism
class of the ring EndAα(j)(Pα(j))
∼= Bj ∼= EndBj (Bj). 
3C. Weak Approximation. We now use Theorem 3.1 to prove a weak approxi-
mation theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a semilocal commutative Hausdorff topological ring, let
F be a subring of K, let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary F -algebra and let (P, [f ]) ∈
UQu,Λ(A, σ). Assume that:
(0) F2 is not an epimorphic image of K,
(1) K× is open in K and the map a 7→ a−1 : K× → K× is continuous,
(2) F is dense in K and F ∩K× = F×,
(3) A is a finitely generated projective F -module and Λ is an F -summand of A.
Topologize EndAK (PK) as in section 2 and give O([fK ]) the subspace topology. In
addition, define I(PK) as in 3B (with AK in the role of A). Then, viewing O([f ])
as a subgroup of O([fK ]) via φ 7→ φK , we have
O([f ]) ⊇ ker∆I(PK),[fK ] .
In particular, [O([fK ]) : O([f ])] is a finite power of 2.
Proof. Observe first that condition (3) implies that AK and ΛK are projective K-
modules. Since PK ∈ P(AK), EndAK (PK) is a projective K-module and hence can
be topologized as in section 2. Furthermore, EndAK (PK)
× is a topological group
by Proposition 2.6, so O([fK ]) is a topological group as well. Alternatively, we
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can topologize O([fK ]) directly using Proposition 2.1 and the fact that O([fK ]) is
defined as an affine K-scheme by condition (3). This gives the same topology.
Also note that AK is indeed semilocal: By [23, Cr. II.4.2.4], AK Jac(K) ⊆
Jac(AK). Since AK/AK Jac(K) is a finitely generated K/ Jac(K)-module, it is an
artinian ring. It follows that AK/ Jac(AK) is an epimorphic image of an artinian
ring (namely, AK/AK Jac(K)), and hence semisimple artinian.
We now turn to the proof itself: By Proposition 3.3, we may apply transfer
(see 1E) and hence assume that P is free. Now, by Theorem 3.1 and condition (0),
every isometry in ker∆I(PK) is a product of reflections, so it is enough to show that
every neighborhood of a reflection of [fK ] contains a reflection of [f ]. Indeed, let
s = sy,c be a reflection of [fK ]. By Proposition 2.7, every neighborhood of s contains
a set of the form {ψ ∈ O([fK ]) : ψxi−sxi ∈ Ui ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where x1, . . . , xn ∈ PK
and U1, . . . , Un are neighborhoods of 0 in PK . Write c = f˜K(y, y) + γ for γ ∈ ΛK .
Then
sxi = xi − y · (f˜K(y, y) + γ)−1 · h˜fK (y, xi) .
By Proposition 2.4, f˜K and h˜fK are continuous, and hence, by Propositions 2.5
and 2.6, for each i, the function
(3.1) (y, γ) 7→ xi − y · (f˜K(y, y) + γ)−1 · h˜fK (y, xi)
is continuous wherever defined. Furthermore, its domain is an open subset of PK ×
ΛK by Proposition 2.6(ii) (since A
×
K is open in AK). By Proposition 2.8, P × Λ is
dense in PK ×ΛK . Thus, there is z ∈ P and λ ∈ Λ such that f˜(z, z) + λ ∈ A×K and[
xi − y · (f˜K(y, y) + γ)−1 · h˜fK (y, xi)
]
−
[
xi − z · (f˜(z, z) + λ)−1 · h˜f (z, xi)
]
∈ Ui
for all i. Write d = f˜(z, z)+λ. Then d ∈ A∩A×K = A× (Proposition 2.9, condition
(2)), and hence sz,d is a reflection of [f ]. Since sxi − sz,dxi ∈ Ui for all i, we are
done. 
Remark 3.5. In the setting of Theorem 3.4:
(i) The condition F ∩ K× = F× always holds when F is a field or, more
generally, an artinian ring (cf. Remark 2.10).
(ii) The condition that Λ is an F -summand of A holds when 2 ∈ A×. Indeed, in
this case, it is easy to check that Λ = Λmin(u) and A = Λmin(u)⊕Λmin(−u).
Remark 3.6. Condition (3) of Theorem 3.4 implies that O([f ]) is defined an affine
F -scheme (see the end of Section 2). At this level or generality, we do not know
whether ∆I(PK),[fK ] : O([fK ])→ (Z/2Z)I(PK) is induced from a morphism of affine
group schemes over K. However, this is true when K is a field: Let Ai be a split-
orthogonal factor of the semisimple unitary ring AK/ Jac(AK). The map O([fK ])→
O([(fK)i]) is a restriction of the standard map EndAK (PK)→ EndAi(Pi), which is
K-linear. Thus, O([fK ]) → O([(fK)i]) is induced by a morphism of affine groups
schemes over K (cf. Proposition 2.3). Since ∆[(fK)i] : O([(fK)i]) → Z/2Z is a
morphism of algebraic groups over K (see 1F), it follows that ∆[fK ],i : O([fK ]) →
Z/2Z is induced by a morphism of affine groups schemes over K. Letting i range
over I(PK), we see that this also holds for ∆I(PK) : O([fK ])→ (Z/2Z)I(PK), where
Z/2Z is viewed as a constant group scheme over K.
This argument also works whenK is a product of fieldsK1×· · ·×Kr. However, in
this case, (Z/2Z)I(PK) should be realized as
∏r
j=1(Z/2Z)
I(PKj ) where (Z/2Z)I(PKj )
is a constant group scheme over Kj.
The following corollary shows that weak approximation holds for the connected
component of O([f ]) when F is a field (see [37, §6.7] for the definition).
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Corollary 3.7. Keep the setting of Theorem 3.4, and assume further that F is a
field and K is a product of finitely many fields. Let O+ := O([f ])+ be the connected
component of O := O([f ]). Give O+(K) the topology of Proposition 2.1. Then
O+(F ) is dense in O+(K).
Proof. We will use of the algebraic group π0(O); see [37, §6.5] for its definition.
The exact sequence of algebraic groups 1 → O+ → O → π0(O) → 1 gives rise
to an exact sequence 1 → O+(K) → O(K) → π0(O)(K) and all the morphisms
are continuous by Proposition 2.1. Since π0(O)(K) is finite and K is Hausdorff,
π0(O)(K) is discrete, and hence O
+(K) is open and closed in O(K).
By Remark 3.6, the map ∆I(PK) is induced from a homomorphism of algebraic
groups ∆ : O → (Z/2Z)I(PK). Furthermore, (Z/2Z)I(PK) is e´tale over SpecK,
and hence ∆ factors through O → π0(O) [37, Th. 6.7]. It follows that O+(K) ⊆
ker∆I(PK). By Theorem 3.4, this implies O
+(K) ⊆ O(F ), and since O+(K) is
open and closed in O(K), we get O+(K) = O(F ) ∩O+(K) = O+(F ). 
4. A Double Coset Argument
Given a commutative ring R, a family of commutative R-algebras L, and a
quadratic space (P, [f ]) over a unitary R-algebra, we let the L-genus of (P, [f ]),
denoted genL(P, [f ]), be the collection of isomorphism classes of quadratic spaces
(P ′, [f ′]) that become isometric to (P, [f ]) after applying RL/R for every L ∈ L.
This generalizes the genus considered in the introduction.
As preparation for the patching theorem of the next section, this section relates
the L-genus of (P, [f ]) to double cosets in a certain group, in case L consists of
two algebras satisfying certain assumptions. The argument resembles some descent
methods used in number theory and algebraic geometry, which generalize much be-
yond the scope of quadratic spaces. We comment about this in detail in Remark 4.6.
Recall that a commutative square of abelian groups
(4.1) B φ // D
A
β
OO
γ // C
ψ
OO
is cartesian if A is the pullback of φ and ψ. Namely, for all b ∈ B, c ∈ C with
φb = ψc, there exists unique a ∈ A with βa = b and γa = c. We say that the square
is onto if φ(B) + ψ(C) = D.
The properties just defined can be explained via exactness of the following se-
quence
0→ A a 7→(βa⊕γa)−−−−−−−−→ B ⊕ C (b⊕c) 7→(φb−ψc)−−−−−−−−−−→ D → 0 .
Namely, the square (4.1) is cartesian if the sequence is exact on the left and on the
middle, and onto if it is exact on the right.
Throughout, we fix a cartesian and onto square of commutative rings
(4.2) S // K
R
OO
// F
OO
In addition, (A, σ, u,Λ) is a unitary R-algebra such that A is flat as an R-module.
We shall use the notation of 1C for scalar extension of modules, homomorphisms,
quadratic forms, etcetera. Furthermore, for brevity, for all P ∈ P(A), we set
S(P ) := Hom(P, P ∗) and Q(P ) = Hom(P, P ∗)/ΛP .
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Similar notation will be used for modules over AS , AF and AK . Recall from 1C
that we have scalar extension maps
f 7→ fS : S(P )→ S(PS), [f ] 7→ [fS ] : Q(P )→ Q(PS)
and likewise for any pair of the rings R,S, F,K connected by a homomorphism.
Lemma 4.1. For any flat R-module M , the following square is cartesian and onto
(4.3) MS // MK
M
OO
// MF
OO
Proof. As explained above, the square (4.2) gives rise to an exact sequence
(4.4) 0→ R −→ S ⊕K −→ F → 0
The lemma follows by tensoring with M , which preserves exactness since M is
flat. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P, P ′ ∈ P(A). Consider the following squares induced by (4.2):
HomAS (PS , P
′
S)
// HomAK (PK , P
′
K)
HomA(P, P
′)
OO
// HomAF (PF , P
′
F )
OO
S(PS) // S(PK)
S(P )
OO
// S(PF )
OO
Q(PS) // Q(PK)
Q(P )
OO
// Q(PF )
OO
Then:
(i) The left and middle squares are cartesian and onto. Furthermore, if ψ ∈
HomA(P, P
′) is such that ψF and ψS are invertible, then ψ is invertible.
(ii) Provided K is flat as an R-module, the right square is cartesian and onto.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 1.2, the middle square is a special case of the left square.
This lemma also allows us to identify HomAT (PT , P
′
T ) with HomA(P, P
′)T for any
commutative R-algebra T . Now, by Lemma 4.1, in order to prove that the left
square is cartesian and onto, it is enough to show that HomA(P, P
′) is a flat R-
module. Indeed, HomA(P, P
′) is a summand of HomA(A
n, Am) ∼= Anm (as R-
modules) for some n,m ∈ N, and A is flat by assumption.
Next, assume ψ ∈ HomA(P, P ′) is such that ψF and ψS are invertible. Then in
HomAK (P
′
K , PK) we have (ψ
−1
S )K = (ψ
−1
F )K , hence there exists φ ∈ HomA(P ′, P )
with φS = ψ
−1
S and φF = ψ
−1
F . We clearly have (φψ− idP )S = 0 and (φψ− idP )F =
0, so by cartesianity of the left square (in case P = P ′), we have φψ = idP . Likewise,
ψφ = idP ′ , so ψ is invertible.
(ii) By Proposition 1.3, we may identify S(PT ) with S(P )T and Q(PT ) with
Q(P )T for any R-algebra T . Consider the following diagram, which is obtained by
tensoring the top row with (4.4):
0 // ΛP //

S(P ) //
η

Q(P ) //
ψ

0
(ΛP )S ⊕ (ΛP )F //

S(P )S ⊕ S(P )F //

Q(P )S ⊕Q(P )F //

0
0 // (ΛP )K // S(P )K // Q(P )K // 0
The first two rows are clearly exact, and the third row is exact since K is flat. In
addition, all columns are exact in the middle and on the bottom (once adding a zero
object), and by (i), η is injective. We only need to prove that ψ is injective, and
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this follows by standard diagram chasing. (Specifically, assume a ∈ Q(P ) satisfies
ψa = 0. Let b ∈ S(P ) be an inverse image of a and let c = ηb. Then the image of
c in Q(P )S ⊕Q(P )F is ψa = 0, hence c has an inverse image d ∈ (ΛP )S ⊕ (ΛP )F .
The image of d in S(P )K is the image of c = ηb in S(P )K , which is 0. Thus, the
image of d in (ΛP )K is 0 (since the third row is exact on the left). Let e ∈ ΛP be
an inverse image of d, and let f be the image of e in S(P ). Then ηf = c = ηb, so
f = b (since η is injective). This means that a is the image of e ∈ ΛP , and hence
equals 0.) 
We remark that part (i) of the lemma implies the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let (P, [f ]) be a quadratic space over (A, σ, u,Λ) and let (P ′, [f ′]) ∈
genS,F (P, [f ]). If (P, [f ]) is unimodular, then so is (P
′, [f ′]).
Proof. Write h = hf and h
′ = hf ′ . Then both hS and hF are invertible, hence h
′
S
and h′F are invertible (because (P
′, [f ′]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ])). Thus, by Lemma 4.2(i),
h′ is invertible. 
Notation 4.4. Let (P, [f ]) be a quadratic space over (A, σ, u,Λ). We set:
OS = {φK |φ ∈ O([fS ])}, GS = {φK |φ ∈ EndAS(PS)×},
OF = {φK |φ ∈ O([fF ])}, GF = {φK |φ ∈ EndAF (PF )×},
OK = O(PK , [fK ]), GK = EndAK (PK)
×.
Theorem 4.5. Let (P, [f ]) be a quadratic space over (A, σ, u,Λ), and assume that
K is a flat R-module. Then, in the notation of 4.4, there exists an injection
Φ : genS,F (P, [f ])→ OS\OK/OF ,
constructed in the proof. When OK ⊆ GSGF , the map Φ is bijective and every
(P ′, [f ′]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ]) satisfies P ′ ∼= P .
Proof. We shall use the following special notation: If (Q, [g]) is a quadratic space
and φ ∈ Hom(Q′, Q), define
[g] • φ = [φ∗gφ] .
We clearly have [g] • (φψ) = ([g] • φ) • ψ when both sides are well-defined.
We first construct Φ. Let (P ′, [f ′]) be a representative for an isomorphism class
in genS,F (P, [f ]). Then there are isometries φ : (P
′
S , [f
′
S]) → (PS , [fS ]) and ψ :
(P ′F , [f
′
F ])→ (PF , [fF ]), and we have φKψ−1K ∈ OK . Using this, define
Φ(P ′, [f ′]) = OSφKψ
−1
K OF .
Observe that Φ(P ′, [f ′]) is independent of the choices of φ and ψ. Indeed, if θ :
(P ′S , [f
′
S]) → (PS , [fS]) and ξ : (P ′F , [f ′F ]) → (PF , [fF ]) are other isometries, then
φKθ
−1
K ∈ OS and ψKξ−1K ∈ OF , hence we get
OSθKξ
−1
K OF = OS(φKθ
−1
K )θKξ
−1
K (ψKξ
−1
K )
−1OF = OSφKψ
−1
K OF .
To see that Φ is well-defined up to isometry (over R), let η : (P ′′, [f ′′])→ (P ′, [f ′])
be an isometry. Then there are isometries φηS : (P
′′
S , [f
′′
S ]) → (PS , [fS]) and ψηF :
(P ′′F , [f
′′
F ])→ (PF , [fF ]). We now have
Φ(P ′′, [f ′′]) = OS(φηS)K(ψηF )
−1
K OF = OSφKψ
−1
K OF = Φ(P
′, [f ′]),
as required.
Next, we verify that Φ is injective. Assume that Φ(P ′, [f ′]) = Φ(P ′′, [f ′′]), let
φ, ψ be as above, and let φ′ : (P ′′S , [f
′′
S ]) → (PS , [fS ]), ψ′ : (P ′′F , [f ′′F ]) → (PF , [fF ]).
Then
OSφKψ
−1
K OK = OSφ
′
Kψ
′−1
K OF ,
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so we can write φKψ
−1
K = αKφ
′
Kψ
′−1
K β
−1
K for α ∈ O(PS , [fS]) and β ∈ O(PF , [fF ]).
This implies
(φ−1αφ′)K = φ
−1
K αKφ
′
K = ψ
−1
K βKψ
′
K = (ψ
−1βψ′)K .
By Lemma 4.2(i), there exists an isomorphism η : P ′′ → P ′ with
ηS = φ
−1αφ′ and ηF = ψ
−1βψ′ .
We now have
([f ′] • η)S = [f ′S ] • (φ−1αφ′) = [fS ] • (αφ′) = [fS ] • φ′ = [f ′′S ]
and likewise, ([f ′] • η)F = [f ′′F ]. By Lemma 4.2(ii), this means [f ′] • η = [f ′′], so
(P ′, [f ′]) ∼= (P ′′, [f ′′]).
Assume now that OK ⊆ GSGF . We will show that Φ is onto, and moreover,
that every double coset OSηOF arises from a quadratic form defined on P . Let
OSηOF be a double coset in OK . Since OK ⊆ GSGF , we can write η = αKβ−1K
with α ∈ EndAS (PS)× and β ∈ EndAF (PF )×. Since αKβ−1K ∈ OK , we have
([fS ] • α)K = [fK ] • αK = [fK ] • (αKβ−1K βK) = [fK ] • βK = ([fF ] • β)K .
By Lemma 4.2(ii), there exists unique [g] ∈ Q(P ) with
[gS ] = [fS ] • α and [gF ] = [fF ] • β .
We clearly have (P, [g]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ]), and Φ(P, [g]) = OSαKβ−1K OF = OSηOF
by the definition of Φ, as required. 
Remark 4.6. At this level of generality, we do not know if the map Φ is onto.
In [23, I.§11], Knus calls the square (4.2) a patching diagram for quadratic modules
when Φ is an isomorphism, and several other conditions are satisfied.
One can use descent theory to show that Φ is an isomorphism in certain cases,
even without assuming OK ⊆ GSGF . This typically requires S ⊕F to be faithfully
flat, K = S ⊗R F , and one must show that any ψ ∈ OK , which we view as ψ :
[(fS)F ] → [(fF )S ] can be completed to a descent data (i.e. a family of isometries
ψT,Z : [(fT )Z ]→ [(fZ)T ] for T, Z ∈ {F, S} satisfying the cocycle condition; see [10,
p. 132], for instance). For certain families of squares as in (4.2), this problem was
studied extensively in the literature under the broader context of torsors of group
schemes. See [12, Pr. 2.6] for a general result of this kind. These methods seem to
go back at least as far as [15, Apx.].
We further comment that the double cosets considered in Theorem 4.5 are
strongly related with Nisnevich cohomology of affine group schemes over Dedekind
domains. Specifically, let R be a Dedekind domain, F its fraction field, S the prod-
uct of its (non-archimedean) completions, and K the ring of (finite) adeles of R.
Then for any affine group scheme G over R satisfying certain mild assumptions,
the double cosets G(S)\G(K)/G(F ) are in correspondence with the first Nisnevich
cohomology H1Nis(R,G); see [26, Th. 3.5] and also [27, Th. 2.1], [17, Apx.].
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.5, and also Theorem 5.1 below, do not assume thatO([f ])
is defined as an affine R-scheme. For example, consider the cases
• (A, σ, u,Λ) = ([ Z Q
Z
]
,
[
a b
d
] 7→ [ d ba ] , 1,Λmin(1)) or
• (A, σ, u,Λ) = (Z, id,−1, 2Z)
with R = Z. Theorem 4.5 would apply (with suitable S, F , K), but it is not clear
to us whether O([f ]) is defined as an affine R-scheme.
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5. Patching
We now state and prove a patching theorem for quadratic spaces.
Theorem 5.1. Let K be a commutative semilocal topological ring, let S, F ⊆ K
be subrings of K, let R = S ∩ F , let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary R-algebra, and let
(P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). Assume that:
(0) F2 is not an epimorphic image of K,
(1) K× is open in K and the map a 7→ a−1 : K× → K× is continuous,
(2) F is dense in K and F ∩K× = F×,
(3) AF ∈ P(F ) and ΛF is a summand of AF ,
(4) K and A are flat R-modules,
(5) S is open in K.
Let I = I(PK) and ∆ := ∆I,[fK ] (see 3A, 3B). Then
| genS,F (P, [f ])| =
|∆(O([fK ]))|∣∣∆(O([fF ])) + ∆(O([fS ]))∣∣ .
In addition, for all (P ′, [f ′]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ]), we have P ∼= P ′.
Before giving the proof, let us present an example in which the theorem can be
applied, and the {S, F}-genus can be given a more concrete meaning.
Example 5.2. Suppose R is a Dedekind domain with finitely many ideals (or
equivalently, R is a semilocal PID). For p ∈ SpecR, denote by Rˆp the completion
of Rp (which is a discrete valuation ring) and let Fˆp denote the fraction field of Rˆp.
Note that F := Rˆ0 is just the fraction field of R. We endow Rˆp and Fˆp with their
natural topologies. Now, let
S =
∏
06=p
Rˆp and K =
∏
06=p
Fˆp .
We embed F diagonally in K. It it well-known that F is dense in K [14, Th. 11.6],
and F ∩S = R. Furthermore, any torsion-free R-module is flat [25, Th. 4.69]. This
means that Theorem 5.1 can be applied with any unitary R-algebra (A, σ, u,Λ) such
that A is torsion-free and dimF AF <∞. Moreover, for (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ), we
have
genS,F (P, [f ]) = gen{Rˆp | p∈SpecR}(P, [f ]) .
That is, the {S, F}-genus is the genus considered in the introduction.
Now, let k(p) denote the residue field at p, namely, Rp/pp. If A is finitely
generated and projective as an R-module, then a standard lifting argument (see [29,
Th. 2.2(2)] or [23, Th. II.4.6.1], for instance), implies that that Rk(p)/R(P, [f ]) ∼=
Rk(p)/R(P ′, [f ′]) if and only if RRˆp/R(P, [f ]) ∼= RRˆp/R(P ′, [f ′]). Thus, in this case,
genS,F (P, [f ]) = gen{k(p) | p∈SpecR}(P, [f ]).
If in addition Λ is a summand of A, then O([f ]) is defined as an affine R-scheme
(see the appendix) and genS,F (P, [f ]) corresponds to the first Nisnevich cohomology
H1Nis(R,O([f ])) (cf. Remark 4.6).
The proof of Theorem 5.1 requires a technical lemma. As in section 3, we topol-
ogize all objects defined over K.
Lemma 5.3. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 and let P ′ ∈ P(A). Then the
maps (cf. 1C)
RK/S : HomAS(PS , P ′S)→ HomAK (PK , P ′K)
RK/S :EndAS (PS)× → EndAK (PK)×
RK/S :ΛPS → ΛPK
RK/S :O([fS ])→ O([fK ])
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are injective, and their image is open (in the appropriate topology).
Proof. When A ∈ P(R) and Λ is a summand of A, O([f ]) is defined as an affine
R-scheme (see the appendix), and then the lemma then follows from [13, Ex. 2.2].
We prove the general case directly: By Lemma 1.2, we may identify EndAT (PT , P
′
T )
with EndA(P, P
′)T and HomAT (PT , (PT )
∗) with HomA(P, P
∗)T for any R-algebra
T . As in the proof of Lemma 4.2(i), EndA(P, P
′) is a flat R-module. Thus,
RK/S : HomA(P, P ′)S → HomA(P, P ′)K is an injection (because the inclusion map
S → K is an injection). The other three maps in the lemma are just restrictions
of RK/S : HomAS (PS , P ′S) → HomPK (PK , P ′K) in the special cases P ′ = P ∗ and
P ′ = P , so they are also injective.
We identify HomAS(PS , P
′
S) and ΛPS with their images in HomPK (PK , P
′
K)
and ΛPK , respectively. To prove that these images are open, it is enough to
prove the following general claim: Let Q be a f.g. projective K-module. Then
any S-submodule Q′ ⊆ Q with Q′ · K = Q is open Q. (Note that we have
HomA(P, P
′)S ·K = HomA(P, P ′)K by definition, and ΛPS ·K = ΛPK by Propo-
sition 1.3.) Indeed, Q′ contains a finite set {xi}ti=1 generating Q. It is well-known
that there are {ψi}ti=1 ⊆ Q∨ = HomK(Q,K) such that {xi, ψi}ti=1 is a dual basis
for Q. (See the proof of Proposition 2.7 for the definition; construct the ψi-s by a
section of the projection
⊕
iK → Q given by
⊕
i ki 7→
∑
i xiki.) Each ψi : Q→ K
is K-linear, hence continuous, and thus
⋂t
i=1 ψ
−1
i (S) is open (because S is open
in K). However, for all x ∈ ⋂i ψ−1i (S), we have x = ∑i xi(ψix) ∈ ∑i xiS ⊆ Q′.
Thus, Q′ contains an open S-submodule, so Q′ is open in Q.
Next, we show that EndAS (PS)
× is open in EndAK (PK)
×: Write ES = EndAS(PS)
and EK = EndAK (PK). By what we have shown above, ES is open in EK . Thus,
ES ∩ E×K is open in E×K . By Proposition 2.6(ii), (ES ∩ E×K)−1 is also open in E×K ,
hence ES ∩ (ES ∩ E×K)−1 is open as well. But this set is E×S .
Finally, O([fS ]) is open in O([fK ]) because O([fS ]) = O([fK ]) ∩ E×S . 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We shall make use of the following well-known fact about
topological groups:
(∗) If G is a topological (multiplicative) group and X is any subset of G, then
X =
⋂
U XU , where U ranges over all neighborhoods of 1G.
A proof can be found in [36, Th. 3.3(3)] (the proof is given for abelian groups but
generalizes verbatim to non-abelian groups). Note that (∗) implies that for any
neighborhood U of 1G, we have X ⊆ XU . We henceforth use the notation of 4.4.
It is clear that the rings R,S, F,K form a cartesian square as in section 4. This
square is onto since S + F ⊇ F = K by (∗). That A and K are flat over R holds
by assumption. Furthermore, we claim that OK ⊆ GSGF . Indeed, by Lemma 5.3,
GS is open in GK , and by Proposition 2.9, GF is dense in GK . Thus, by (∗),
GSGF ⊇ GF = GK , as required. We may therefore apply Theorem 4.5 to get a
one-to-one correspondence
genS,F (P, [f ])←→ OS\OK/OF .
We also get that (P ′, [f ′]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ]) implies P ′ ∼= P .
Let HK = ∆(OK), HS = ∆(OS) and HF = ∆(OF ). We will prove the theorem
by constructing a bijection between OS \OK/OF and HK/(HS +HF ), whose size
is clearly the desired quantity. Define Ψ : OS\OK/OF → HK/(HS +HF ) by
Ψ(OSφOF ) = ∆(φ) +HS +HF .
It is clear that Ψ is well-defined and surjective. To show Ψ is injective, it is enough
to prove that ∆−1(∆(φ) +HS +HF ) = OSφOF .
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Let φ ∈ OK and let t = ∆(φ). We claim that ∆−1(t) ⊆ OSφOF . Indeed, by
Theorem 3.4 (whose assumptions hold by conditions (0)–(3)), ker∆ ⊆ OF . Thus,
∆−1(t) = φ · ker∆ ⊆ φOF = φOF and φOF ⊆ OSφOF by (∗).
Now let x ∈ HS and y ∈ HF . Then there are ψ ∈ OS , η ∈ OF with ∆(ψ) = x
and ∆(η) = y. By the previous paragraph, we have ∆−1(x+ t+ y) ⊆ OSψφηOF =
OSφOF , so ∆
−1(∆(φ) +HS +HF ) =
⋃
x∈HS ,y∈Hy
∆−1(x+ t+ y) ⊆ OSφOF . Since
OSφOF ⊆ ∆−1(∆(φ) +HS +HF ) holds by construction, we are done. 
Corollary 5.4. Let K be a commutative semisimple Hausdorff topological ring
such that K× is open in K and a 7→ a−1 : K× → K× is continuous. Let F be a
dense topological subfield of K, let S be an open subring of K, and let R = S ∩ F .
Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary R-algebra such that A is flat as an R-module and
dimF (AF ) < ∞, let (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ), and let I = I(PK) and ∆ = ∆I,[fK ].
Then
| genS,F (P, [f ])| =
2|I|∣∣∆(O([fF ])) + ∆(O([fS ]))∣∣ .
In addition, for all (P ′, [f ′]) ∈ genS,F (P, [f ]), we have P ′ ∼= P .
Proof. The ring AK is artinian and hence semiperfect. Thus, by Theorem 3.1 and
the proof of Theorem 3.4, ∆ is onto, namely, ∆(O([fK ])) = (Z/2Z)I . If F2 is an
epimorphic image of K, then necessarily F = F2 (because F is a field). Since K
is Hausdorff and F is dense in K, we must have R = S = F = K = F2 and
the corollary becomes a triviality. We may therefore assume that F2 is not an
epimorphic image of K. The corollary then follows from Theorem 5.1, provided we
verify conditions (1)–(5). Indeed, conditions (1) and (5) hold by assumption and
conditions (2) and (3) hold since F is a field and dimF AF <∞. That A is flat as
an R-module holds by assumption. To see that K is flat over R, observe that K is
flat over F0, the fraction field of R, and F0 is flat over R. This proves condition (4).
(When K is non-discrete, we actually have F0 = F : Since S is open inK, R = S∩F
is open in F0. Thus, F0 is open in F . Let x ∈ F . Then there is a neighborhood
U ⊆ F0 of 0 such that (x + U)(0 + U) ⊆ 0 + F0. Since F is non-discrete, U 6= {0},
so there are a, b ∈ F×0 such that (x+ a)b ∈ F0. But this means x ∈ F0.) 
The following example shows that in general genS,F (P, [f ]) can be of size 2
|I| for
arbitrarily large I = I(PK).
Example 5.5. We use the notation of Example 5.2 and assume that charF 6= 2
and F2 is not an epimorphic image of R. Let p1, . . . , pt be the maximal ideals of R,
and for convenience, set Si = Rˆpi and Ki = Fˆpi . Then K =
∏
iKi and S =
∏
i Si.
Fix some u, v ∈ R× and 0 6= π ∈ Jac(R). For a commutative R-algebra T , let
(u, v)T denote the quaternion algebra with center T determined by u and v, namely,
T
〈
x, y |x2 = u, y2 = v, xy = −yx〉. Let σ = σT be the involution given by
(a+ bx+ cy + dxy)σ = a+ bx+ cy − dxy ∀ a, b, c, d ∈ T .
Define
A = R+ πRx+ πRy + πRxy ⊆ (u, v)R
and set Λ = Λmin(1) = {a − aσ | a ∈ A}. Then (A, σ, 1,Λ) is a unitary R-algebra.
Assume further that (u, v)F is a division algebra and (u, v)Ki , which is a central-
simple Ki-algebra, splits for all i. We claim that for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ) with
P 6= 0, we have |I(PK)| = t and genS,F (P, [f ]) = 2|I(PK)| = 2t.
Indeed, we clearly have
(AK , σK , 1,ΛK) ∼=
∏
i
((u, v)Ki , σKi , 1,ΛKi) .
and each of the factors is split-orthogonal by assumption. Furthermore, since
PF 6= 0, PKi 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. It follows that we can identify I(PK) with
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{1, . . . , t}. Denote by ∆i the map ∆[fKi ] : O([fKi ]) → Z/2Z. By Corollary 5.4
and the definition of ∆I(PK),[fK ], it is enough to show that ∆i(O([fF ])) = 0 and
∆i(O([fSi ])) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Let us first show that ∆i(O([fSi ])) = 0. We have ASi = Si + πSix + πSjy +
πSixy. It is easy to check that π · (u, v)Si ⊆ Jac(ASi). This means ASi/ Jac(ASi) is
isomorphic to an epimorphic image of Si/πSi, hence ASi is local and ASi/ Jac(Si)
is isomorphic to R/pi. Thus, O([fSi ]) is generated by reflections (Theorem 3.1;
F2 is not an epimorphic image of R), so it is enough to prove that ∆i(φKi) = 0
for every reflection φ of [fSi ]. Indeed, in this case, φKi is a reflection of [fKi ] and
hence ∆i(φKi) = degAKi +2Z = 0 by [16, Pr. 5.2]. This argument also shows that
∆i(O(PF , [fF ])) = 0 (because AF = (u, v)F is a division ring, and hence local).
Alternatively, ∆i(O(PF , [fF ])) = 0 follows from [16, Pr. 5.1].
Explicit choices of R, u, v, π satisfying all previous conditions are given as follows:
Take R to be Z localized at the multiplicative set Z \⋃ti=1 Zpi where p1, . . . , pt are
distinct odd prime numbers, let u = v = −1, and take π = p1 · · · pt.
Remark 5.6. In general, genF (P, [f ]) and genS(P, [f ]) can be infinite even when
R,S, F,K are as in Example 5.2. For example, take K = C(s)((t)) with the t-adic
topology, S = C(s)[[t]], F = K(s)(t) and R = S ∩ F . Define A = [R t2R
R R
]
and
σ : A → A by [ x t2y
z w
]σ
=
[
x t2z
y w
]
(x, y, z, w ∈ R), and let Λ = Λmin(1). Then
(A, σ, 1,Λ) is a unitary R-algebra with AS =
[
S t2S
S S
]
and AF = M2(F ). The
assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are easily seen to hold.
For every a ∈ A with aσ = a, define a quadratic space (A, [fa]) by
f˜a(x, y) = x
σay .
We claim that both genF (A, [f1]) and genS(A, [f1]) consist of infinitely many iso-
morphism classes.
Indeed, it is easy to check that [fa] ∼= [fb] if and only if there exists x ∈ A× such
that xσax = b. Since for all α ∈ C, we have
b(α) :=
[
1 + α2s2 0
0 1 + α2s2
]
=
[
1 −αts
αt−1s 1
]σ
· 1A ·
[
1 −αts
αt−1s 1
]
,
it follows that (A, [fb(α)]) ∈ genF (A, [f1]) for all α ∈ C. However, the forms
{[fb(α)] | Im(α) > 0} are pairwise non-isomorphic over (A, σ, 1,Λ), as can be eas-
ily checked by working modulo Jac(A) =
[
tR t2R
R tR
]
.
Next, observe that for all α ∈ C, 1 + αt has a square root in S (substitute αt in
the Taylor expansion of
√
1 + x), but not in R. Since
c(α) :=
[
1 + αt 0
0 1
]
=
[ √
1 + αt 0
0 1
]σ
· 1A ·
[ √
1 + αt 0
0 1
]
,
we have (A, [fc(α)]) ∈ genS(A, [f1]) for all α ∈ C. The forms {[fc(α)]}α∈C are pair-
wise non-isomorphic because [fc(α)] ∼= [fc(α′)] implies det(c(α)) ∈ det(c(α′))(F×)2
and this is possible only if α = α′.
We remark that | genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1 for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQ1,Λ(A, σ) by Theorem 6.2
below. Replacing C with a larger field allows one to construct similar examples in
which the F -genus and S-genus are of arbitrarily large cardinalities.
6. Genus of Size 1
This section gives several sufficient conditions guaranteeing that the {S, F}-genus
of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.4 has size 1 for all quadratic spaces. In 6A, we
assume the general setting of Theorem 5.1, and in 6B we specialize to orders over
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6A. General Criteria. We assume the setting of Theorem 5.1. That is, K is a
semilocal topological ring, F and S are subrings of K, R = S ∩ F , (A, σ, u,Λ) is a
unitary R-algebra, (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ), and all assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold.
We further write (B, τ, v,Γ) = RK/R(A, σ, u,Λ), B = B/ Jac(B), and (B, τ, v,Γ) =∏t
i=1(Bi, τi, vi,Γi) where each factor is a simple unitary ring (see 1D).
We note that since A is flat over R, the map A → AF is injective (because the
inclusion map R → F is injective). The maps A → AS , A → AK , AS → AK ,
AF → AK are likewise injective.
We begin by observing that when I(AK) = ∅, we must have | genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1
by Theorem 5.1. This happens, for example, when the involutions τ1, . . . , τt are all
of the second kind, in which case we say that τ = σK is essentially of the second
kind. This condition is equivalent to the existence of a ∈ AK such that a+Jac(AK)
is central in AK := AK/ Jac(AK) and a − aσK ∈ A×K ; the easy proof is left to the
reader. We record our conclusion in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. If σK is essentially of the second kind, then | genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1
for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ).
The next theorem is a general criterion that can be applied to particular exam-
ples. It will be used in the proofs of Theorems 6.7 and 7.4 below.
Recall that two idempotents e, e′ in a ringW are called equivalent, denoted e ≈ e′,
if eW ∼= e′W as right W -modules. This is equivalent to the existence of x ∈ e′We
and y ∈ eWe′ such that yx = e and xy = e′. Recall also that an idempotent e
is called primitive if eWe does not contain idempotents beside 0 and e. When W
is semiperfect (see 3A), the latter is equivalent to eWe being local. Furthermore,
in this case, there are finitely many equivalence classes of primitive idempotents.
More precisely, if W := W/ Jac(W ) ∼= ∏ti=1Mni(Di) with each Di a division ring,
and if εi is a primitive idempotent in Mni(Di) (viewed as an idempotent in W ),
then any family of idempotents e1, . . . , et ∈W with εi = ei +Jac(W ) is a family of
representatives for the equivalence classes.
Theorem 6.2. Assume AS is semilocal, AK is semiperfect, and one of the following
equivalent conditions hold:
(1) For every primitive idempotent e ∈ AK , there is an idempotent e′ ∈ AS
with e ≈ e′.
(2) There are idempotents e1, . . . , es ∈ AS such that AK =
∑
j AKejAK and
ejAKej is local for all j.
Then | genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1 for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ).
Proof. Recall that B = AK . We first prove that conditions (1) and (2) are equiva-
lent. Suppose (1) holds. We can write 1B =
∑s
j=1 ej where e1, . . . , es are primitive
idempotents in B. We clearly have B =
∑
j BejB and ejBej is local for all j.
For each j, choose e′j ∈ AS such that e′j ≈ ej . It is easy to check that ej ≈ e′j
implies Be′jB = BejB and e
′
jBe
′
j
∼= ejBej . Thus, the idempotents e′1, . . . , e′s sat-
isfy condition (2). Conversely, assume (2) holds and let e ∈ B be a primitive
idempotent. The assumption
∑
j BejB = B is easily seen to imply that there is a
projection
⊕
j(ejB)
nj → B for some n1, . . . , ns ∈ N, and hence there is a projection⊕
j(ejB)
nj → eB. Let J = Jac(B). Then there is some j for which there is a ho-
momorphism p : ejB → eB whose image is not contained in eJ . Since eBe is local,
e := e+ J is primitive in B = B/J , and since B is semisimple, eB/eJ ∼= e(B/J) is
simple. Thus, im(p) + eJ = eB (because im(p) * eJ), and by Nakayama’s Lemma
we get im(p) = eB. Since eB is projective, this means that eB is isomorphic to a
summand of ejB. But EndB(ejB) ∼= ejBej is local, so the only summands of ejB
are 0 and ejB. Thus, eB ∼= ejB and we have e ≈ ej ∈ AS .
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We now prove that condition (1) implies | genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1. We may assume
P 6= 0. Let (Q, [g]) = (PK , [fK ]). As in 3A, (Q, g) induces quadratic spaces
(Qi, [gi]) ∈ UQvi,Γi(Bi, τi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let I = I(PK). By Theorem 5.1,
it is enough to prove that ∆I,[g](O(PS , [fS])) = (Z/2Z)I . By Proposition 3.3, we
may apply transfer to assume that P is free, and hence so is Q.
We proceed by recalling some results and notions from [16]: Suppose that we
are given an idempotent e ∈ B, an element y ∈ Qe, and c ∈ gˆ(y) ∩ eσBe =
(g˜(y, y)+Γ)∩eσBe such that multiplication on the left by c induces an isomorphism
eB → eσB. The inverse of x 7→ cx : eB → eσB is given by left multiplication
with a unique element of eBeσ, which we denote by c◦. In this setting, the map
sy,e,c : Q→ Q given by
sy,e,c(x) = x− yc◦h˜g(y, x) ∀x ∈ Q
is called an e-reflection of [g]. It is always an isometry. If e′ ∈ A is another
idempotent with e ≈ e′, then every e-reflection is an e′-reflection (for different y
and c). Furthermore, if φ is an e-reflection, then the induced isometry φ ∈ O(Q, [g])
is an e-reflection, and every e-reflection is obtained in this way. Finally, we record
that e-reflections exist when e is primitive and Pe 6= 0. See [16, §3, §5.2] for proofs.
We now return to the proof: Let i ∈ I. Then Bi ∼= Mn(L) for some field L and
n ∈ N. Let ε ∈ Mn(L) ∼= Bi denote the idempotent matrix whose (1, 1)-entry is 1
and its other entries are 0. Since B is semiperfect, there is an idempotent e ∈ B
whose image in B is ε. The idempotent e is primitive, so by condition (1) there is
an idempotent e′ ∈ AS with e′ ≈ e.
Suppose [fS ] has an e
′-reflection φ. Then φK is an e
′-reflection of [g] = [fK ],
and since e ≈ e′, φK is also an e-reflection. This implies that the induced isometry
φi ∈ O([gi]) is an ε-reflection, while φj = idQj for all j ∈ I \ {i}. By [16, Pr. 5.2],
∆[gi](φi) = 1 + 2Z, so ∆I,[g](φ) = (δij + 2Z)j∈I where δij = 1 if i = j and δij = 0
otherwise.
We now claim that [fS ] has an e
′-reflection and hence (δij+2Z)j∈I ∈ ∆I,[g](O([fS ])).
Let ˇ denote reduction modulo Jac(AS) (whenever it makes sense). Then it is
enough to prove that (PˇS , [fˇS ]) has an eˇ
′-reflection. Write eˇ′ as a sum of orthogo-
nal primitive idempotents in AˇS , eˇ
′ =
∑
j ej . It is enough to prove that (PˇS , [fˇS ])
has an ej-reflection for all j because their product will be an eˇ
′-reflection by [16,
Lm. 3.4]. Since P is free and nonzero, PˇS is free and nonzero, and hence PˇSej 6= 0
for all j. This implies that ej-reflections exist, as required.
Letting i range over I, we have shown that ∆I,[g](O([fS ])) contains {(δij +
2Z)j∈I}i∈I . This set spans (Z/2Z)I as a group, so we are done. 
Example 6.3. Let R,S =
∏t
i=1 Si, F,K =
∏t
i=1Ki be as in Example 5.5. Let a
be a nonzero ideal of R, let
A =
[
R a
a R
]
,
let σ be the transpose involution and let Λ = {a− aσ | a ∈ A}. Then (A, σ, 1,Λ) is
a unitary ring and
B = AK =
t∏
i=1
M2(Ki), AS =
t∏
i=1
[
Si aSi
aSi Si
]
.
Let ei denote the matrix unit e11 of M2(Ki), viewed as an element of AS . It is easy
to see that eiBei is local for all i and
∑t
i=1 BeiB = B. Thus, by Theorem 6.2,
| genS,F (P, [f ])| = 1 for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). (Despite this, as in Example 5.5,
we have I(PK) = {1, . . . , t} for all 0 6= P ∈ P(A).)
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Example 6.4. Let R,S, F,K and (A, σ, u,Λ) be as in Example 5.5. Then AK is
semiperfect (because it is artinian) and AS is semilocal, but conditions (1) and (2)
of Theorem 6.2 do not hold for A. Indeed, if this was not so, then the computation
of | genS,F (P, [f ])| in Example 5.5 would contradict the conclusion of Theorem 6.2.
The failure of (1) and (2) can also be checked directly: In the notation of Exam-
ple 5.5, the ring ASi is local for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, hence the only nonzero idempotent
in ASi is its unity, denoted ei. Since AS =
∏t
i=1 ASi , any idempotent e ∈ AS
can be written as
∑
i∈I ei for I ⊆ {1, . . . , t}, in which case eAKe ∼=
⊕
i∈I AKi =∏
i∈I M2(Ki). It follows that eAKe is not local for any idempotent 0 6= e ∈ AS , so
(2) is false. The failure of (1) can be checked by similar means.
6B. Orders. Assume henceforth that R is a semilocal PID with maximal ideals
p1, . . . , pt and fraction field F . As in Example 5.5, we set S =
∏t
i=1 Rˆpi , K =∏t
i=1 Fˆpi and Rˆ0 = F . We further assume that R 6= F .
Recall that an R-order in an F -algebra E is an R-subalgebra A ⊆ E which is
finitely generated as an R-module and contains an F -basis of E. Since R is a PID,
an R-algebra A is an R-order in some F -algebra (necessarily isomorphic to AF ) if
and only if A is a finitely generated free R-module.
An R-order A is called hereditary if its one-sided ideals are projective as A-
modules. For example, R itself is a (two-sided) hereditary because it is a PID. The
structure of hereditary R-orders is well-understood and we refer the reader to [30,
Ch. 9] for further details.
Example 6.5. (i) An R-order A is maximal if it is not properly contained in any
R-order inside AF . It is well-known that maximal R-orders are hereditary [20,
Cor. 1.6.0].
(ii) Certain weak crossed products over R (i.e. crossed products defined using
2-cocycles taking non-invertible values) are hereditary (or semihereditary); see [21]
and related papers.
(iii) Let π ∈ R be a prime element. Then
A =
[
R πR
R R
]
is a non-maximal hereditary order. This can be checked directly, or by using the
results in [30, Ch. 9].
(iv) The R-order of Example 5.6 is not hereditary. The R-order A of Example 6.3
is not hereditary unless a = R.
We shall make extensive usage of the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. Let A be an R-order. Then A is hereditary if and only if ARˆp is
hereditary for all 0 6= p ∈ SpecR (i.e. if AS is hereditary). In this case, AF and
AFˆp are semisimple for all 0 6= p ∈ SpecR.
Proof. By [2, p. 8], the order A is hereditary if and only if ARp is hereditary for
all 0 6= p ∈ SpecR. We may therefore assume R is a DVR. Write Rˆ and Fˆ for the
completions of R and F . Recall that the order A is called extremal if there is no
order A ( A′ ⊆ AF with Jac(A) ⊆ Jac(A′). By [20, Th. 1.6], the hereditary orders
are precisely the extremal orders. Observe that tensoring with Rˆ induces a bijection
between the full R-lattices in AF (i.e. finitely generated R-modules containing an
F -basis of AF ) and the full Rˆ-lattices in AFˆ ; see [30, Th. 5.2(ii)], for instance.
This bijection clearly takes R-orders to Rˆ-orders, maximal left ideals to maximal
left ideals, and hence the Jacobson radical of an R-order A′ ⊆ AF to the Jacobson
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radical of A′
Rˆ
. As a result, A is extremal if and only if ARˆ is extremal. This proves
the first statement of the theorem.1
That AF and AFˆp are semisimple follows from [20, Th. 1.7.1], stating that any
finite-dimensional F -algebra with a hereditary R-order is semisimple. 
The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 6.2.
Theorem 6.7. Let (A, σ, u,Λ) be a unitary R-algebra such that A is a hereditary
R-order. Then | gen{F,S}(P, [f ])| = 1 for all (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ).
Proof. It is clear that AK is semiperfect, AS is semilocal, and conditions (1)–(5)
of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. As in Corollary 5.4, we can ignore condition (0) of
Theorem 5.1. It is therefore enough to verify condition (1) of Theorem 6.2.
By Theorem 6.6, AS is hereditary. Let e be a primitive idempotent in AK , and
let I = AS∩eAK . Define a right AS-module homomorphism ψ : AS/I → (1−e)AK
by ψ(a + I) = (1 − e)x (this is well-defined because (1 − e)I = 0). We claim that
ψ is injective. Indeed, if ψ(a + I) = 0, then (1 − e)a = 0 and hence a = ea, which
means a ∈ I. Since AS/I is a cyclic AS-module and K = F · S, the image of
ψ is contained in tAS for some t ∈ F . Therefore, AS/I is isomorphic to a right
ideal of AS . Since AS is hereditary, AS/I is projective, so the exact sequence
0 → I → AS → AS/I → 0 splits. We therefore have AS = I ⊕ J where J is some
right ideal of AS . Write 1 = e
′ + a with e′ ∈ I and a ∈ J . It is easy to check that
e′ is an idempotent satisfying e′AS = I and e
′AK = eAK , so e
′ ≈ e. 
Corollary 6.8. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 6.7 and let (P, [f ]), (P ′, [f ′]) ∈
UQu,Λ(A, σ). For all p ∈ SpecR, let k(p) denote the fraction field of R/p. Then
(P, [f ]) ∼= (P ′, [f ′]) if and only if (Pk(p), [fk(p)]) ∼= (P ′k(p), [f ′k(p)]) for all p ∈ SpecR
(including p = 0).
Proof. We have A ∈ P(R) by assumption. Thus, as noted in Example 5.2,
genS,F (P, [f ]) = gen{k(p) | p∈SpecR}(P, [f ]). The corollary therefore follows from
Theorem 6.7. 
Remark 6.9. Theorem 6.7 actually holds in the general setting of Theorem 5.1
if one assumes that AK is semiperfect, AS is semilocal and semihereditary, and
K = U−1S where U = K× ∩ S. The proof is essentially the same.
7. Further Quadratic Objects
We keep the notation of 6B. In this final section, we extend Theorems 5.1 to
systems of sesquilinear forms and Theorem 6.7 to non-unimodular hermitian forms.
This will be done using results from [7], [9] and [8]. As an application, we prove
that Witt’s Cancellation Theorem and Springer’s Theorem hold for hermitian forms
over hereditary orders.
In contrast to the previous sections, the results of this section require that 2 ∈ R×.
7A. Systems of Sesquilinear Forms. Let A be an R-order (see 6B) and let
{σi}i∈I be a family of R-involutions on A. Then each involution σi induces a duality
∗i : P(A)→ P(A) as in 1A. A system of sesquilinear forms over (A, {σi}i∈I) is a
pair (P, {fi}i∈I) such that (P, fi) is a sesquilinear form over (A, σi) for all i ∈ I. If
(P ′, {f ′i}i∈I) is another system, then an isometry from (P, {fi}) to (P ′, {f ′i}) is an
isomorphism of A-modules φ : P → P ′ such that fi = φ∗if ′iφ for all i ∈ I.
1 This statement also follows from [30, Th. 3.30]. However, the proof there seems to have a
gap because it assumes that all A
Rˆp
-modules are obtained from A-modules via scalar extension,
which is false in general.
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The notion of genus naturally extends to systems of sesquilinear forms over
(A, {σi}i∈I). For brevity, we let
gen(P, {fi}) = gen{Rˆp | p∈SpecR}(P, {fi})
where Rˆ0 = F .
Theorem 7.1. Assume 2 ∈ R×. Then, in the previous setting, | gen(P, {fi})| is a
finite power of 2.
The proof uses the language of hermitian categories. Our notation will follow [8,
§2,§4] and we refer the reader to this source for definitions; see also [29], [34, Ch. 7],
[23, Ch. II] or [3].
Proof. By [8, Th. 4.1], there is an isomorphism between the category of systems
sesquilinear forms over (A, {σi}) and the category of unimodular 1-hermitian forms
over a certain hermitian category, which we denote by D (in [8], this category is
denoted by Ar˜2I(C ) where C = P(A)). Furthermore, this isomorphism is compat-
ible with flat scalar extension over R ([8, Cr. 4.4] and the comment before it). It is
therefore enough to prove the theorem for unimodular 1-hermitian forms over the
hermitian category D .
Let (Q, g) and (Q′, g′) be two 1-hermitian forms over D with the same genus.
We claim that Q ∼= Q′. Indeed, by applying transfer in hermitian categories (see
[8, §2C, §2E]), we may assume (Q, g) and (Q′, g′) are 1-hermitian forms over a
ring with involution (A′, σ′) where A′ is the endomorphism ring of some object
in D . By the construction of D , A′ an R-subalgebra of EndA(P1) × EndA(P2)op
for some P1, P2 ∈ P(A) (see [8, §4]), and hence an R-order. In addition, since
the hermitian structure on D is R-linear, σ′ is an R-involution. Now, since 2 ∈
R×, 1-hermitian forms are equivalent to quadratic spaces over (A′, σ′, 1,Λmax(1))
(Remark 1.1). Thus, by Corollary 5.4, Q′ ∼= Q.
This implies that for any (Q′, g′) ∈ gen(Q, g), we have Q′ ∈ D |Q (see [8, §2C] for
the definition). In particular, gen(Q, g) is contained in the category of unimodular
1-hermitian forms over D |Q. The transfer functor with respect to (Q, g) induces
an equivalence between this category and the category of unimodular 1-hermitian
forms over (A′′, σ′′), where A′′ = EndD(Q) and σ
′′ is induced from g. As before,
(A′′, σ′′) is an R-order with an R-involution, so we are reduced to the case where
(Q, g) is a 1-hermitian form over an R-order with an R-involution. Since 2 ∈ R×,
we may apply Corollary 5.4 and conclude that gen(Q, g) is a finite power of 2. 
One can guarantee that | gen(P, {fi})| = 1 in case all the involutions {σi}i∈I
restrict to a particular involution on Cent(A) which is of the second kind: Let R′/R
be a Galois extension (of commutative rings) with Galois group {id, τ} (τ 6= id);
see [1, Apx.] or [33] for the general definition. In our case, this is equivalent to
R′ ∼= R[x |x2 = ax+ b] for a, b ∈ R satisfying a2 + 4b ∈ R×, in which case τ is the
R-automorphism of R′ sending x to a− x.
Theorem 7.2. Keep the previous setting and assume in addition that A is an R′-
algebra and σi|R′ = τ for all i ∈ I. Then | gen(P, {fi})| = 1 for every system of
sesquilinear forms (P, {fi}) over (A, {σi}).
Proof. Let (A′′, σ′′) be the R-order with involution constructed in the last paragraph
of the proof of Theorem 7.1. We claim that σ′′K is essentially of the second kind
(see 6A), in which case we are done by Proposition 6.1. By the construction of the
hermitian category D , A′′ is an R′-algebra and σ′′|R′ = τ (see [8, §5F]). Since R′/R
is Galois with Galois group {id, τ}, R′F /F is Galois with Galois group {id, τF }. In
this case, either R′F
∼= F × F or R′F /F is a 2-dimensional field extension. In either
case, it is easy to see that there is a ∈ R′F ⊆ Cent(AK) such that a− aτF ∈ (R′F )×,
and hence σ′′K is essentially of the second kind. 
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Remark 7.3. Theorem 7.1 also holds for systems of sesquilinear forms over R-
categories (see [8, §2D, §4]) in which the Hom-sets are finitely generated projective
R-modules. The proof is similar.
7B. Non-Unimodular Hermitian Forms. Let (A, σ) be an R-order with an R-
involution and let u ∈ Cent(A) be an element such that uσu = 1. We extend the
notion of genus to (not-necessarily unimodular) u-hermitian forms in the obvious
way. As in 7A, for every u-hermitian form (P, f) over (A, σ), we set
gen(P, f) = gen{Rˆp | p∈SpecR}(P, f)
for brevity. (Note that if (P, f) is unimodular and (P ′, f ′) ∈ gen(P, f), then f ′ is
also unimodular by virtue of Corollary 4.3.)
Viewing (P, f) as a system of sesquilinear forms (consisting of just one form),
Theorem 7.1 implies that | gen(P, f)| is a finite power of 2. We now strengthen this
assertion by showing that | gen(P, f)| = 1 when A is hereditary (see 6B).
Theorem 7.4. Keep the previous setting and assume A is hereditary and 2 ∈ R×.
Then | gen(P, f)| = 1 for any u-hermitian form (P, f) over (A, σ).
We first prove the following lemma. We shall use the fact that a submodule of a
projective module over a hereditary ring is also projective [25, Cr. 2.26].
Lemma 7.5. Let W be a hereditary flat R-algebra such that WF := W ⊗R F is
artinian. Let Mor(P(W )) denote the category of morphisms in P(W ). Then every
object inMor(P(W )) is a direct sum of objectsM such that EndMor(P(W ))(M)⊗RF
is local.
Proof. Recall that the objects of Mor(P(W )) are triples (U, g, V ) where U, V ∈
P(W ) and g ∈ HomW (V, U). A morphism from (U, g, V ) to (U ′, g′, V ′) is a pair
(φ, ψ) ∈ HomW (U,U ′)× HomW (V, V ′) such that ψg = gφ. It is easy to check that
for every flat R-algebra T , there is a canonical isomorphism
EndMor(P(WT ))(UT , gT , VT )
∼= EndMor(P(W ))(U, g, V )⊗R T .
We may therefore identify End(UF , gF , VF ) with End(U, g, V )⊗RF . The flatness of
W over R alows us to consider U and V as submodules of UF and VF , respectively.
Let e1, . . . , et be a complete list of primitive idempotents inWF up to equivalence
(see 6A). Since WF is artinian, it is well-known that every projective WF -module
is a direct sum of copies of {eiWF }ti=1. We now claim that every V ∈ P(W ) is a
direct sum of modules U such that UF ∼= eiWF for some i. This is clear if V = 0.
Otherwise, there is 1 ≤ i ≤ t and a projection of WF -modules p : VF → eiWF . The
W -module p(V ) is contained in t · eiW for some t ∈ F×, and hence it is projective
(because W is hereditary). Thus, we can write V = V1 ⊕ ker(p|V ). It is clear that
(V1)F ∼= eiWF via p. Now proceed by induction on length(VF ).
Let (U, g, V ) ∈ Mor(P(W )) be an indecomposable object. We claim that
End(U, g, V )F is local. If V = 0, then g = 0 and U is necessarily indecompos-
able in P(W ). By the previous paragraph, there is some 1 ≤ i ≤ t such that
UF ∼= eiWF . Thus, End(U, g, V )F ∼= EndW (U)F ∼= EndWF (eiWF ) ∼= eiWF ei,
which is local. We may therefore assume V 6= 0. Now, by the previous paragraph,
we can write V = V1 ⊕ V2 where (V1)F ∼= eiWF for some i. Let p denote the pro-
jection from V onto the summand V1. Then p(g(U)) is projective (because W is
hereditary), hence we can write U = U1⊕U2 with U2 = ker(pg). It is easy to see that
(U, g, V ) = (U1, g|U1 , V1)⊕(U2, g|U2 , V2). Since (U, g, V ) was assumed to be indecom-
posable, U = U1 and V = V1. It also follows that g is injective, so we may identify
U as a submodule of V via g. The ring End(U, g, V )F = End(UF , gF , VF ) therefore
consists of those elements φ ∈ EndWF (VF ) ∼= eiWF ei such that φ(UF ) ⊆ UF . Since
eiWF ei is local, at least one of φ, 1−φ is invertible in EndWF (VF ), say it is φ. Since
length(UF ) is finite, we must have φ(UF ) = UF and hence φ
−1(UF ) = UF , which
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implies φ−1 ∈ End(UF , gF , VF ). This shows that for all φ ∈ End(U, g, V )F , at least
one of φ, 1− φ is invertible, so End(U, g, V )F is local.
Finally, we note that every object (U, g, V ) ∈ Mor(P(W )) can be written as
a finite sum of indecomposable objects because every non-trivial decomposition of
(U, g, V ) induces a non-trivial decomposition of (UF , gF , VF ) ∈ Mor(P(W )) and
then length of (UF , gF , VF ) is finite since WF is artinian. 
Proof of Theorem 7.4. We follow the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.1,
but use the hermitian category constructed in [7, §3] instead of the one in [8, §4].2
This category is Mor(P(A)) endowed with a certain hermitian structure. By [7,
Th. 1], there is an equivalence between the category of (arbitrary) hermitian forms
over (A, σ) and the category of unimodular 1-hermitian forms over Mor(P(A)).
One can check that this correspondence is compatible with flat scalar extension in
the sense of [8, §2.4], either directly, or by arguing as in the proof of [8, Pr. 3.7].
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we are reduced to show that the genus
of unimodular 1-hermitian forms over (A′′, σ′′) has size 1, where A′′ is the endo-
morphism ring of some object in Mor(P(A)). It is therefore enough to show that
the endomorphism ring of every object in Mor(P(A)) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 6.2.
Let (U, g, V ) ∈ Mor(P(A)). As observed in the proof of Lemma 7.5, we may
identify End(UT , gT , VT ) with End(U, g, T )⊗R T for every flat R-algebra T . Recall
that AS is hereditary by Theorem 6.6. Now, taking W = AS (so that WF = AK),
Lemma 7.5 implies that (US , gS , VS) can be written as a direct sum
⊕s
i=1(Ui, gi, Vi)
in Mor(P(AS)) such that End(Ui, gi, Vi) ⊗R F = End(Ui, gi, Vi) ⊗S K is local
for all i. Let ei ∈ End(US , gS , VS) = End(U, g, V ) ⊗R S be the projection onto
the summand (Ui, gi, Vi). Then the idempotents e1, . . . , es satisfy condition (2) of
Theorem 6.7 for A′′ := End(U, g, V ). That A′′S is semilocal and A
′′
K is semiperfect
is clear, so we are done. 
7C. Cancellation and Springer’s Theorem. As an application of the previous
results, we now give versions of Witt’s Cancellation Theorem and Springer’s (weak)
Theorem. We assume 2 ∈ R× throughout.
Corollary 7.6 (Cancellation). Let A be a hereditary R-order, let σ : A → A be
an R-involution and let u ∈ CentA be an element in A satisfying uσu = 1. Let
(P, f), (P ′, f ′), (P ′′, f ′′) be u-hermitian forms over (A, σ). If f ⊥ f ′ ∼= f ⊥ f ′′,
then f ′ ∼= f ′′.
Proof. By Theorem 7.4, it is enough to show that f ′
Rˆp
∼= f ′′
Rˆp
for all p ∈ SpecR
(including p = 0). Since fRˆp ⊥ f ′Rˆp ∼= fRˆp ⊥ f
′′
Rˆp
, it is enough to show that
cancellation holds for (arbitrary) u-hermitian forms over finite Rˆp-algebras, and
this was shown in [7, Th. 3] (see also [8, §5A] for further results of this kind). 
Remark 7.7. Over general semilocal rings, cancellation fails even in the unimod-
ular case; see [22].
For the next result, recall that an e´tale extension of R is a faithfully flat finitely
presented commutative R-algebra R′ such that for every p ∈ SpecR (including
p = 0), R′k(p) := R
′ ⊗R k(p) is a finite product of separable field extensions of k(p)
(where k(p) = Rp/pp). This is equivalent to SpecR
′ → SpecR being an e´tale cover.
For example, all Galois extensions of R are e´tale, and the algebra
∏
06=p∈SpecRRp
is also e´tale over R. The rank of R′ is a function rank(R′) : SpecR → Z taking p
2 One can also take the hermitian categories constructed in [8, §3] and [9, §3]. The hermitian
category of [7, §3] embeds as a full subcategory inside these hermitian categories, which are
isomorphic in our setting [8, Rm. 3.2].
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to dimk(p) R
′
k(p). This function is constant if R
′ is a finitely generated projective
R-module. We say that R′ has odd rank over R if rank(R′) attains only odd values.
Corollary 7.8 (Springer’s Theorem). Let A, σ, u be as in Corollary 7.6, and let
R′ be an e´tale R-algebra of odd rank. Let (P, f), (P ′, f ′) be u-hermitian forms over
(A, σ). If fR′ ∼= f ′R′ , then f ∼= f ′.
Proof. It is easy to check that if T is any commutative R-algebra, then R′T is e´tale
of odd rank over T . Thus, as in the proof of Corollary 7.6, it is enough to prove the
theorem in case R is a complete discrete valuation ring.
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, we may reduce to unimodular 1-hermitian
forms over an involutary R-order (not-necessarily hereditary), so assume henceforth
f and f ′ are unimodular. Write k = R/ Jac(R) and k′ = R′ ⊗R k. Since R is
complete in the Jac(R)-adic topology, it is enough to prove fk ∼= f ′k ([29, Th. 2.2(2)]
or [23, Th. II.4.6.1]).
Indeed, fR′ ∼= fR′ implies fk′ ∼= f ′k′ . Since k′ is e´tale over k, k′ is a finite
product of field extensions of k. Since k′ has odd rank over k, at least one of these
fields, denote it k0, has odd dimension over k. Now, fk0
∼= f ′k0 , so by [6, Prp. 1.2,
Th. 2.1] (Springer’s Theorem for quadratic spaces over finite dimensional involutary
algebras), fk ∼= f ′k and we are done. 
Remark 7.9. Using similar ideas, one can prove Corollaries 7.6 and 7.8 for systems
of sesquilinear forms in the setting of Theorem 7.2.
Appendix A. Isometry Groups as Groups Schemes
This appendix shows that under certain assumptions, isometry groups can be
realized as faithfully flat smooth affine group schemes. The arguments presented
are almost entirely due to Mathieu Huruguen and we thank him for his contribution.
Throughout, R is a commutative ring and (A, σ, u,Λ) is a unitary R-algebra
(see 1C). We further assume that A is finitely generated and projective over R and
Λ is a summand of A. Recall that Comm-R denotes the category of commutative
R-algebras. The acronym “fppf” stands for “finitely presented faithfully flat”.
Proposition A.1. Let (P, [f ]), (P ′, [f ′]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ). Denote by Iso([f ], [f ′])
the set of isometries from (P, [f ]) to (P ′, [f ′]). Then the functor
S 7→ Iso([fS ], [f ′S]) : Comm-R→ Set
is the functor of points of a smooth finitely presented affine scheme over SpecR,
denoted Iso([f ], [f ′]). Furthermore, if for every p ∈ SpecR, there is a field extension
L/k(p) such that PL ∼= P ′L (as AL-modules), then Iso([f ], [f ′]) is faithfully flat over
SpecR, and there exists an fppf R-algebra S such that such that [fS ] ∼= [f ′S ].
Proof. Choose B,Q,Q′ ∈ P(R) such that A⊕B, P ⊕Q, P ′ ⊕Q′ are free, and fix
isomorphisms A⊕ B ∼= Rk, P ⊕Q ∼= Rm, P ′ ⊕Q′ ∼= Rn (elements of Rk, Rm, Rn
are viewed as column vectors). For every S ∈ Comm-R, we embed Iso([fS ], [f ′S ]) in
Mn×m(S)×Mm×n(S) ∼= S2mn via
φ 7→ (φ⊕ 0, φ−1 ⊕ 0) ∈ HomS(Sm, Sn)×Hom(Sn, Sm) ∼= Mn×m(S)×Mm×n(S) .
We shall give finitely many polynomial equations on R2mn ∼= Mm×n(R)×Mn×m(R)
such that for every S ∈ Comm-R, their zero locus in S2mn is Iso([fS ], [f ′S ]). This
will prove that the functor S 7→ Iso([fS ], [f ′S ]) is the points functor of the closed
subscheme of A2mnR defined by these equations.
Let E ∈ Mm×m(R) and E′ ∈ Mn×n(R) be the matrices corresponding to the
projections Rm = P ⊕Q → P and Rn = P ′ ⊕Q′ → P ′, respectively. Likewise, let
G ∈ Mk×k(R) be a matrix corresponding to some projection of Rk = A ⊕ B onto
the summand Λ. Let a1, . . . , ar ∈ A be a set of generators of A as an R-algebra.
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For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Ai ∈ Mm×m(R) be the matrix corresponding to the map
x ⊕ y 7→ xai ⊕ 0 : P ⊕ Q → P ⊕ Q. Define A′1, . . . , A′r ∈ Mn×n(R) similarly, by
replacing P,Q with P ′, Q′. Next, extend h˜f : P ×P → A to an R-bilinear function
H : Rm × Rm → Rk by H(x1 ⊕ y1, x2 ⊕ y2) = h˜f (x1, x2) ⊕ 0 (where x1, x2 ∈ P ,
y1, y2 ∈ Q). There are matrices H1, . . . , Hk ∈ Mm×m(R) such that H(x, y) =
(xTH1y, . . . , x
THky) for all x, y ∈ Rm. Similarly, define H ′1, . . . , H ′k ∈Mn×n(R) by
replacing hf with hf ′ . We repeat this procedure with f and f
′ in place of hf and
hf ′ to get matrices F1, . . . , Fk ∈ Mm×m(R), F ′1, . . . , F ′k ∈ Mn×n(R). Finally, for a
matrix X , denote by d(X) the row vector consisting of the diagonal entries of X .
It is now routine to check that a pair of matrices (X,Y ) ∈ Mm×n(S) ×Mn×m(S)
lies in Iso([fS ], [f
′
S]) if and only if the following matrix equations, which are defined
over R, are satisfied:
(1) E′XE = X (“there is φ ∈ HomR(P, P ′) such that X = φ⊕ 0”),
(2) EY E′ = Y , XY = E′, Y X = E (“φ is invertible, Y = φ−1 ⊕ 0”),
(3) XA1 = A
′
1X, . . . , XAr = A
′
rX (“φ is A-linear”),
(4) XTH ′1X = H1, . . . , X
TH ′kX = Hk (“h˜f ′(φx, φy) = h˜f (x, y)”),
(5) G · D(X) = D(X), where D(X) is the matrix whose rows are
d(XTF ′1X − F1), . . . , d(XTF ′kX − Fk) (“f˜ ′(φx, φx) − f˜(x, x) ∈ Λ”).
We now show that Iso([f ], [f ′]) is smooth over SpecR. Since Iso([f ], [f ′]) is
of finite presentation, it is enough to check that Iso([f ], [f ′]) is formally smooth
(see [18, Th. 17.5.1]). Let S be a commutative R-algebra and let I ⊳ S be an ideal
with I2 = 0. We need to show that
ξ 7→ ξ : Iso([fS ], [f ′S ])→ Iso([fS/I ], [f ′S/I ])
is surjective. This is a well-known argument (e.g. see [29, Th. 2.2]); we recall it
for the sake of completeness. Let φ ∈ Iso([fS/I ], [f ′S/I ]). Since P and P ′ are pro-
jective over A, taking Hom-sets and dualizing with respect to A commute with
scalar extension (up to natural isomorphism; cf. Lemma 1.2). Thus, there ex-
ists ψ ∈ HomAS (PS , P ′S) ∼= HomA(P, P ′)S whose image in HomAS/I (PS/I , P ′S/I) ∼=
HomA(P, P
′)S/I is φ. Since φ is an isometry, we have φ
∗f ′S/Iφ − fS/I ∈ ΛPS/I . By
Proposition 1.3, the map ΛPS ⊗S S/I → ΛPS/I is surjective, and hence there is
r ∈ ΛPS such that
g := ψ∗f ′Sψ−fS−r ∈ ker
(
HomA(P, P
′)S → HomA(P, P ′)S/I
)
= I ·HomA(P, P ′)S .
Let c := −(hf ′
S
)−1(ψ∗)−1g and ξ = ψ + c (note that hf ′
S
= f ′S + f
′∗
S ω is invertible
because [f ′] is unimodular). Then ξ = φ (because c ∈ I · HomA(P, P ∗)S), and it
straightforward to check that
ξ∗f ′Sξ − fS = r + (c∗f ′Sψ)− (c∗f ′Sψ)∗ω ∈ ΛPS
(use the fact that g = −ψ∗(f ′S + f ′∗S ω)c). Thus, ξ is an isometry from [fS ] to [f ′S ].
That ξ is invertible is shown by similar means and is left to the reader.
To finish, assume that for every p ∈ SpecR, there is a field extension L/k(p)
with PL ∼= P ′L, and write Iso([f ], [f ′]) = SpecS for suitable S ∈ Comm-R. Since
Iso([f ], [f ′])(S) = Iso([fS ], [f
′
S ]) is tautologically non-empty, it is enough to show
that SpecS → SpecR is faithfully flat. Since this morphism is smooth, and in
particular flat, it is left to check that SpecS → SpecR has non-empty fibers. Indeed,
let p ∈ SpecR, and choose an algebraically closed field L ⊇ k(p) such that PL ∼= P ′L.
By [29, 3.4(3)] (for instance), the latter implies [fL] ∼= [f ′L], so Iso([f ], [f ′])(L) 6= ∅.
Thus, the fiber SpecS ×SpecR Spec k(p) has an L-point. 
For (P, [f ]) ∈ UQu,Λ(A, σ), we write O([f ]) = Iso([f ], [f ]). The proposition
shows that O([f ]) is a smooth fppf affine scheme over SpecR.
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Remark A.2. (i) The proof of the proposition also shows that isometry groups of
non-unimodular forms can be regarded as affine schemes over SpecR, but they are
not flat in general.
(ii) The schemeO([f ]) is a closed subscheme of EndA(P ), the scheme correspond-
ing to EndA(P ) (cf. Proposition 2.3): Keeping the notation of the proof, embed
Iso([fS ], [fS ]) in EndS(P ⊕Q) ∼= Mm(S) ∼= Sm2 via φ 7→ φ⊕ 0. Then EndAS (PS) is
the zero locus of equations (1) and (3) above, while Iso([fS ], [fS ]) is the zero locus
of equations (1) and (3)–(5), hence our claim. (Note that equation (4) implies that
the isometry φ corresponding to X is invertible: Since φ∗hfφ = hf and [f ] is uni-
modular, φ is invertible on the left, and hence so is φ⊕ idQ ∈ End(P ⊕Q) ∼= Mm(S).
Now, easy determinant considerations imply φ⊕ idQ is invertible on the right, so φ
is invertible.)
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